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Abstract 

In this paper we establish an arithmetic Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck Theo
rem for immersions. Our final formula involves the Bott-Chern currents attached 
to certain holomorphic complexes of Hermitian vector bundles, which were pre
viously introduced by the authors. The functorial properties of such currents are 
studied. Explicit formulas are given for Koszul complexes. 

In [BGS3] and in [GS3], the direct image by a submersion of an Her
mitian vector bundle on an arithmetic variety was defined. One may won
der [Ma], [GS3] whether a Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck formula holds for 

·such direct images, which would involve the characteristic classes defined in 
[GS2], with values in the arithmetic Chow groups of (GSl]. Such a formula 
would be stronger than the corresponding Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck 
theorem with values in Chow groups (SGA6] and the Riemann-Roch
Grothendieck theorem at the level of differential forms obtained in [BGS2,3] 
for submersions, using Quillen metrics [Q2). 

When proving his Riemann-Roch theorem with values in Chow groups, 
Grothendieck used the factorization of any projective map between smooth 
manifolds as a regular closed immersion followed by the projection attached 
to a projective bundle [SGA6]. The main step of the proof is then to study 
the direct image .by a regular immersion by blowing up the subvariety. It 
seems that the same reduction to the immersion case will be necessary for 
proving the arithmetic Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck theorem conjecture 
of [Ma) and [GS3]. 

The purpose of this paper is to prove an arithmetic Riemann-Roch-
Grothendieck theorem for immersions, in which our datas are: 

• an immersion i: Y - X of arithmetic varieties; 

• a vector bundle 7J on Y, equipped with an Hermitian metric g"; 
• a resolution of the sheaf i. 7J by a complex of vector bundles ( e' v) on 

X, equipped with an Hermitian metric he. 

Our main result in Theorem 4.13 calculates the arithmetic Chern char
acter of e [GS2] in terms of the Chern character of 7J, of the Todd genus of 
the normal bundle N of Y in X which is equipped with a metric gN, and 
of a secondary invariant T(h{) attached to the Hermitian chain complex 
(e, v) introduced in Bismut-Gillet-Soule (BGS4] under the name of a Bott
Chern singular current. In fact the current T(h{) solves the equations of 
currents on X 

{0.1) 
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where in (0.1), the various characteristic classes are calculated by Chern
Weil theory using the holomorphic Hermitian connections associated with 
the corresponding metrics. The construction of the current T(h€) given 
in [BGS4] uses in an essential way Quillen's superconnections [Ql], and a 
result proved in Bismut [B2, Theorem 3.2] on the large parameter behaviour 
of Quillen's superconnection Chern character forms. When Y = 0, i.e. 
when the complex (€, v) is acyclic, the currents T(h€) have already been 
introduced in Bismut-Gillet-Soule [BGS1] and were shown to coincide with 
objects considered earlier by Bott-Chern [BoC] and Donaldson (D). 

An important intermediary result, proved in Theorem 2.7, concerns 
the behaviour of the currents T(h€) under composition of immersions. In 
fact any result of the type of the Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck theorem on 
direct images implies that the considered objects behave functorially with 
respect to the composition of maps. Here the functorial behaviour of the 
currents T(h€) under composition of immersions is one of the key tools by 
which we prove our Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck theorem for immersions. 

A second key instrument is the explicit computation of the currents 
T(h€) associated with Koszul complexes. This computation makes use 
of the formalism of Mathai-Quillen [MQ] in a complex setting. We also 
introduce Euler-Green currents in the sense of (GS1], and we relate them 
to the currents T(h€) of Koszul complexes. Such Euler-Green currents are 
obtained by a double transgression formula from the Mathai-Quillen-Thom 
forms (MQ]. 

Let us here point out that Bott-Chern singular currents can be con
structed in an enormous variety of ways, and that much of our work consists 
in showing that two Bott-Chern currents which solve equation (0.1) differ 
by 8 or 8 coboundaries, i.e. they represent the same class in Bott-Ghern 
theory. 

A third instrument is the deformation to the normal cone described in 
Baum-Fulton-MacPherson (BaFM], by which we show that our currents 
T(h€) are related to the arithmetic characteristic classes of Gillet-Soule 
[GSl]. 

A common technical feature of our proofs is that we use the properties 
of the wave front set of the considered currents. In fact it was shown in 
[BGS4], by using microlocal estimates of [B2], that the wave front set of 
the current T(h€) is included in the conormal bundle toY in X. By using 
standard arguments in [H, Chapter 8], we can in particular multiply two 
currents T(h€) associated with transversal submanifolds in X. 

Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we recall the main 
results of [B2] and [BGS4] concerning the Quillen's Chern character cur
rents and the Bott-Chern singular currents. In Section 2, we study various 
functorial properties of our Bott-Chern singular currents, including a tran-
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sitivity property under composition of immersions. 
In Section 3, we calculate the Bott-Chern singular current associated 

with a Koszul complex, and we compare this current with the Euler-Green 
current, which is one component of the arithmetic Euler class defined in 
[GS2]. Notice that this is one ofthe very few cases where an explicit formula 
can be given for a Green current. The transitivity property established in 
Section 2 is used here to check the multiplicativity of the Euler-Green 
current of an orthogonal direct sum. Finally, in Section 4, we study the 
deformation to the normal cone (a variant of Grothendieck's blowing-up 
introduced in [BaFM]) to prove our Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck theorem 
for immersions. Notice however that our final formulas given in Theorem 
4.13 does not lie in the arithmetic Chow group of the ambiant variety, 
but rather is integrated down to a base on which both the variety and the 
subvariety project smoothly (we do not define direct images for immersions 
in arithmetic Chow groups and arithmetic Grothendieck groups). 

The results obtained in this paper were announced in [BGS5]. 
The authors are indebted to G. Lebeau for helpful discussions. 

1. A Bott-Chern Singular Current 

Let i: M' -+ M be an immersion of complex manifolds. Let TJ be a 
holomorphic vector bundle on M', let ( e, v) be a holomorphic chain complex 
of vector bundles on M which is such that there is an exact sequence of 
sheaves 

We assume that the vector bundles in e are equipped with Hermitian met
ncs. 

In this section, we recall the main results of Bismut [B2) and Bismut
Gillet-Soule [BGS4) which concern: 

• The asymptotic behavior of the Quillen superconnection forms nat
urally associated with the Hermitian complex (e, v) [B2). 

• The corresponding construction of singular Bott-Chern currents 
[BGS4). 

This section is organized as follows. In a), we give our main assump
tions and notations. In b), we introduce assumption (A) for the metrics on 
the complex (e, v). In c), we briefly recall elementary properties of wave 
front sets. In d), we review Quillen's superconnections [Ql). In e), we recall 
the double transgression formulas of [BGSl). In f), we state the results of 
convergence of superconnection currents which were proved in [B2). In g), 
we recall our construction of Bott-Chern singular currents (BGS4). 
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(a) A holomorphic chain complex. Let M be a compact connected 
complex manifold of complex dimension l. Let M' = U~ MJ be a finite 
union of compact connected complex submanifolds of M, such that, for 
j ':fi j', MJ n Mj, = 0. Let i be the embedding M' -+ M. Let N be the 
normal vector bundle to M' in M, and let N* be its dual. 

Let 

(1.1) 

be a holomorphic chain complex of vector bundles on M. 
Let TJ be a holomorphic vector bundle on M'. We assume there is a 

holomorphic restriction map r: eojM' -+ TJ which is such that we have an 
exact sequence of sheaves 

(1.2) 0-+ OM(em) -+v OM(em-d-+ · · · -+v OM(eo) -+r i.OM•(TJ)-+ 0. 

In particular the complex ( e, v) is acyclic on M \ M'. 
For x E M', 0 :5 k :5 m, let Fk,:z: be the kth homology group of the 

m 

complex (e, v):z:. Set F:z: = Ef) Fk,:z:· 
0 

The following results are consequences of the local uniqueness of res-
olutions (see Serre [S, IV Appendix 1] and Eilenberg [E, Theorem 8]) and 
are proved in [B2, Section 1]: 

• Fork= 0, ... , m, x EM', the dimension of Fk :z: is constant on each 
MJ, so that Fk is a holomorphic vector bundle on M'. 

• For x EM', U E T:z;M, let 8uv(x) be the derivative of the chain map 
V calculated in any given local holomorphic trivialization of ( e, V) near X. 

Then 8uv(x) acts on F:z:. When acting on F:z:, 8uv(x) only depends on the 
image y of U in N"'. So we now write 8yv(x) instead of 8uv(x). 

• For any x E M', y E N, (8yv) 2(x) = 0. If y E N, let iy be the 
interior multiplication operator by y acting on the exterior algebra A(N*). 
Let iy act like iy 0 1 on AN* 0 7J. Then the graded holomorphic complex 
(F, 8yv) on the total space ofthe vector bundle N is canonically isomorphic 
to the Koszul complex (AN* 0 7], iy)· 

(b) Assumption (A) on the Hermitian metncs of a chain complex. 
We now assume that eo, ... ,em are equipped with smooth Hermitian met-

m 

rics h{o' ... 'h{m. We equip e = EB ek with the metric M which is the 
k=O 

orthogonal sum of the metrics h{o, ... , Mm. Let v* be the adjoint of v with 
respect to the metric h{. Using finite dimensional Hodge theory, we get 
the identification of smooth vector bundles on M' for 0 :5 k :5 m 

(1.3) 
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As a smooth subvector bundle of ~k, the right hand side of ( 1.3) inherits 
a Hermitian metric from the metric h{•. Using the identification (1.3), we 
find that for every k = 01 ••• 1 m 1 F~c is a holomorphic Hermitian vector 
bundle on M'. Let hF• denote the Hermitian metric on F~c. We equip 

m 
F = E9 F~c with the metric hF which is the orthogonal sum of the metrics 

0 
hFo 1 ,,, 1 hF,., 

Let gN 1 g" be Hermitian metrics on the vector bundles N 1 fl. We equip 
the vector bundle AN* ® f1 with the tensor product of the metric induced 
by gN on A( N*) and of the metric g". 

Definition 1.1. Given metrics gN 1 g" on N 1 7] 1 we will say that the 
metrics h{0 1 ... 1 M"' on ~01 ... 1 ~m verify assumption (A) with respect to 
gN 1 g" if the canonical identification of holomorphic chain complexes on 
the total space of N 

(1.4) (F1 8yv) ~(AN* ®7J 1 iy) 

also identifies the metrics. 

Proposition 1.2. Given metrics gN, g", on N 1 "7, there exist met
ries h{o 1 ••• , h{,. on ~o, ...• ~m which verify assumption (A) with respect to 
gN, g'l, 

Proof. This result is proved in [B2, Proposition 1.6]. 0. 

(c) Wave front sets. If 1 is a current on M, we note W F("Y) the 
wave front set of"'{. For the definition and properties of wave front sets, we 
refer to Hormander [H, Chapter VIII). Let us just recall that W F( 1) is a 
closed conic subset of TR_M \ {0}. Also if pis the projection TR_M ---+ M, 
p(W F("Y)) is exactly the singular support of/, whose complement in M is 
the set of points x such that 1 is C 00 on a neighborhood of x. 

Let 1J~. be the set of currents "'f on M which are such that W F( "'f) C 
R 

NR_. In particular currents in 1J~. are smooth on M\M'. By [H, Definition 
R 

8.2.2)1 1J~. has a natural topology which we now describe. 
R 

Let U be a small open set in M, which we identify with an open ball 
in Ru. Over U, we identify TR.M with U x R2l. Let r be a closed conic 
set in R2l such that if x E U, r n NR. z = 0. Let r.p be a smooth current on 
R2l with compact support included i~ U and let m be an integer. If "'f is a 
current, let~(~) be the Fourier transform of r.p"'f (which is here considered 
as a current on R2l). If"'{ E 1J~., set 

R 

(1.5) PU,f',<p,m("'f) =sup l~lml~(~)j. 
{Ef' 
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If "Yn is a sequence of currents on 'D)v., we say that "Yn converges to 
R 

"Y E 'D)v. if 
R 

• "Yn -+ "Y in the sense of distributions. 

• If U, r, '{), m are taken as before 

(1.6) Pu,r,cp,m(ln- I)-+ 0. 

Definition 1.3. Ptf, denotes the vector space of currents w on M which 
have the following two properties: 

• w is a sum of currents of type (p,p). 

• The wave front set of w is included in NR.. 
P:J:0 is the vector space of current w E Ptf, which are such that there 

exist currents o:,/3 E 'D)v. for which w = oo: + 8/3. 
R 

We equip Ptf, with the topology induced by 'D)v. (M). 
R 

If M' = 0, we will write pM, pM,o instead of Ptf,, P:f:0. 

(d) Quillen's superconnections. We now assume that eo' ... I em are 
equipped with Hermitian metrics h{o, ... , hem. We otherwise use the nota
tions of Section 1 b). 

Set 

(1.7) 

Then e = e+ $ e- is a Z2-graded Hermitian vector bundle. End e is 
naturally Z2-graded, the even (resp. odd) elements in End~ commuting 
(resp. anticommuting) with the operator T = ±1 one± which defines the 
Z2-grading. 

For 0 ~ k ~ m, let ve~o be the holomorphic Hermitian connection on 
m 

6. Then ve = EB ve~o is the holomorphic Hermitian connection on the 
0 

vector bundle e. 
We now briefly recall the definition of a superconnection in the sense 

of Quillen [Q1]. The algebra A(TR_M) ®End< is naturally Z2-graded. Let 
S be a smooth section of ( A(TR_M) ® End e)odd. Then by definition ve + S 
is a superconnection on the Z2-graded vector bundle e. 

In the sequel ve will be considered as a first order differential opera
tor acting on the set of smooth sections of A(TR_M) 0 End e. The curva
ture (V'e + S)2 of the superconnection ve + S is then a smooth section of 
(A(TnM) ® End e)even. 
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If A E Ende1 we define its supertrace Tr,[A] E C by 

(1.8) Tr,[AJ = Tr[rA]. 

We extend Tr, as a linear map from A(TR.M) ® Ende into A(TR.M), 
with the convention that if w E A(TR_M) 1 A E End e 

Tr,[wA] = wTr,[A]. 

If BIB' E A(TR.M) ® End e I let [B' B'J be the supercornrnutator 

[B, B'J = BB'- ( -l)degBdegB' B' B. 

Then by [Ql] 1 Tr, vanishes on supercommutators. Let <p be the homo
morphism of Aeven(TR.M) into itself which to w E A2P(TR_M) associates 
(21ri)-Pw. 

Let S be an odd smooth section of A(TR.M) ® End e. The basic result 
of Quillen [Ql] asserts that the form <p(Tr, [exp( -(\7e +S)2)]) is closed and 
represents in cohomology the Chern character of eo - 6 + · · · + ( -1) m em. 

(e) Double transgression formulas. We make the same assumptions 
as in Section 1b). Set 

(1.9) V = v + v*. 

Then V is a smooth section of Endodd{. For u ~ 0, let Au be the 
superconnection on e 
(1.10) 

Then the curvature A~ of Au is a smooth section of (A(TR.M) ® 
Endetven. 

Let NH be the number operator of the complex (e,v). Namely NH 
acts on ek (O 5 k 5 m) by multiplication by k. We now recall a result of 
[BGSl]. 

Theorem 1.4. The forms Tr,[exp(-A;)] and Tr,[NHexp(-A;)] lie 
in pM, and depend smoothly on u ~ 0. Moreover, for u > 0, the following 
identities hold 

(1.11) 
:u Tr, [exp{A~)) = -dTr, [ 2~ exp( -A~)] 

Tr, [Juexp(-A~)] = (8- a)Tr, [~H exp(-A~)] 
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In particular 

(1.12) ~ Tr,[exp(-A~)] = .!.aaTr,[Nnexp(-A~)]. 
uu u 

Proof. These formulas are proved in [BGS1, Theorem 1.15), or in 
[B2, Theorem 2.4]. Observe that signs have been changed with respect to 
[BGS1), since here v decreases the grading in e by 1, while in [BGS1), v 
increases the grading in ~ by 1. 0 

(f) Convergence of superconnection currents. Set 

F = F+ E9 F_ is a Hermitian Z2-graded vector bundle. If y E N, let ii be 
the conjugate element of yin N. Then yEN represents Y = y + ii E NR. 
In particular if N is equipped with a metric gN, IYI2 = 2lyl2. 

The superconnection formalism of Quillen can also be applied to the 
Z2-graded vector bundle F = F+ E9 F_. Let (8yv)* be the adjoint of 8yv 
with respect to the metric hF on F. Then (8yv)* is a antiholomorphic 
function of y. Set 

(1.13) 

8y V is an odd section of End F. If we use the canonical identification 
(1.4), then 

(1.14) 

For 0 :5 k :5 m, let "VF• be the holomorphic Hermitian connection on 
m 

the vector bundle F~c. Then "VF = EB "VF• is the holomorphic Hermitian 
k=O 

connection on F. Let B be the superconnection on F 

(1.15) 

Then B2 is the curvature of the superconnection B. B2 is a smooth 
section of (A(TR.N) ® EndFtven. 

Nn acts naturally on F, i.e. ifO :5 k :5 m, f E F~c, then 

(1.16) Nnf=kf. 
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By [Q1], for any u ~ 0, the form Tr,[exp( -A~)] is closed and 

represents in cohomology the Chern character of eo - {1 + · · · + ( -1 )m{m. 
S M' denotes the current of integration on the oriented manifold M'. 
Let C1(M) be the set of continuous differential forms on M which 

have continuous first derivatives. Les llllcl(M) be a norm on C1(M) such 
that 111-'nllcl(M) ..... 0 if and only if 1-'n tends to 0 uniformly on M together 
with its first derivatives. 

We now recall the result of Bismut announced in [B1) and proved in 
[B2, Theorem 3.2] 

Theorem 1.5. As u ..... oo, we have the following convergence of 
currents on M 

(1.17) 

Tr, [exp( -A~)] ..... [[ Tr, (exp( -B2)]] SM' in Ptf, 

Tr, [Nn exp(-A~)) - [[ Tr, [Nn exp(-B2)] ]sM' in Ptf,. 

There exists C > 0 such that if J.l is a smooth differential form on M, then 
for u ~ 1 

(1.18) 

If U, r, <p, m are taken as in Section lc), there exzsts C > 0 such that 
for u ~ 1 
(1.19) 

P({,r,rp,m ( Tr, [exp( -A;)) - [[ Tr, [exp( -B2))] eM) :<::; 5u 
Pu,r,rp,m( Tr,[Nnexp(-A;)]- [[ Tr,[Nnexp(-B2)J]sM')::; Ju· 
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Proof. (1.17), (1.18), (1.19) are proved in [B2, Theorems 3.2 and 4.3]. 
0 

Recall that the Todd polynomial is an ad-invariant polynomial on ma
trices which is such that if C is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries 
x1, ... ,xp, then 

(1.20) 
p 

Td(C) =IT Xi • 1- e-:r:, 
1 

Let (Td- 1 )' be the ad-invariant polynomial which is such that if C is 
taken as before then 

(1.21) (Td-1)'(C) = .£.{ f1i(l- e-(:r:,+b))} . 
ob Xi+ b b:O 

Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of dimension k on M. Let Q 
be an ad-invariant polynomial on (k, k) matrices. If hE is a Hermitian 
metric on E, and if n is the curvature of the corresponding holomorphic 
connection, we use the notation 

(1.22) 

Recall that ch is the polynomial A--+ Tr[exp(A)]. 
Our definition of tp extends to an arbitrary manifold and in particular 

to the total space of N. 
Another result of [B2] is as follows. 

Theorem 1.6. The form on M Tr,[Nnexp(-Afi)] is closed. The 
form on M' J N Tr, [N H exp(-B 2)] is closed. 

If the metrics h(o, ... , h{m verify assumption {A) with respect to met
rics gN, g" on N, 7], then 

(1.23) 
L tp(Tr, [exp( -B2)]) = Td- 1(gN)ch(g") 

L tp(Tr, [Nnexp(-B2)]) = -(Td- 1 )'(gN)ch(g'~). 

Proof. Clearly 
m 

(1.24) Tr,[Nnexp(-A~)] = L(-1)"'kTr,[exp(-(VTh) 2)] 

0 
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and so the form (1.24) is closed on M. The form JN Tr,[Nnexp(-B2)] is 
closed by [B2, Theorem 4.3]. The first line of (1.23) is a result of Mathai
Quillen [MQ, Theorem 4.5) of which a related proof is given in [B2, Theorem 
3.2). The second line of (1.23) is proved in [B2, Theorem 4.3). 0 

(g) A singular Bott-Chern current. We make the same assumptions 
as in Section lf). We now recall our definition [BGS4) of a singular Bott
Chern current associated with the Hermitian chain complex ( e, v). 

Definition 1.7. For 0 < Re(s) < !, 1 :S A :S +oo, let <f(8) be the 
even current on M defined by the formula 

(f(8) = rt8) 1A u•-l{ Tr,[Nnexp(-A~)J 
- [L Tr, [Nn exp( -B2)]] fJM, }du. 

(1.25) 

By Theorem 1.5, it is clear that the current <f(8) is well-defined. Also 
one verifies easily in [BGS4] that Cf ( 8) extends into a current depending 
holomorphically on 8 near 0. 

In particular by [BGS4, Section 2a)], the current C{ (0) = B(~(O) is 
given by 8 

(1.26) 

t;{ (0) = { 1 Tr, [Nn(exp(-A~)- exp(-Aij))] du Jo u 

+ lA {rr,(Nnexp(-A~)] 
[L Tr, [Nn exp( -B2 )J] {JM'} ~u 

f'(l) { Tr, [Nn exp( -A5)] - [L Tr, [Nn exp( -B2)]] fJM'}. 

Of course in the case where (e, v) is acyclic, i.e. if M' is empty, for 
A= +oo, the current ({ (0) coincides with the smooth current defined in 
our earlier work [BGSl, Section lc)]. 

Remember that the metric h{ on e is the orthogonal sum of the metrics 
h{o, ... , h{m on eo, ... . em· 

Note that the map tp extends to even currents in the obvious way. 

Definition 1.8. For 1 :S A :S +oo, let TA(h{) be the current 

(1.27) TA(h{) = tp(({ (0)). 
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Set 

(1.28) 

We define ch(h~) by the formula 

m 

(1.29) ch(h~) = L(-l)kch(h~•). 
0 

Theorem 1.9. For 1 $A$ +oo, the current TA(M) lies in Ptf,. In 
particularT(h~) E Ptf,, so that WF(T(M)) C NR_. As A- +oo 

(1.30) 

Also the current T(M) verifies the equation of currents 

In particular, af the metrics h(o, ... , Mm verify assumption (A) with 
respect to the metrics gN, g" on N, TJ, then 

(1.32) 

Proof. Theorem 1.9 is proved in [BGS4, Theorem 2.5]. 

Let M be a compact complex manifold, let f: M - M be a holomor
phic map. We assume that f is transversal toM', i.e. if M' = f- 1(M'), if 
x E M', then Im[df(x)] + Tf(z:)M 1 = Tz:M. Then M' is a finite union of 
complex submanifolds of M. 

Let i be the embedding M' - M. We still denote by f the restriction 
of I to M'. Using the local uniqueness of resolutions, we find that we have 
the exact sequence of sheaves 

(1.33) o- Okl(f*em) -rv · · · -rv Oif(/*eo) -rr i.oit,f*TJ- o. 

Let T(f* h~) be the current on M constructed as before, which is as
sociated with the Hermitian chain complex (f*(e,v),f*h~). 

Since WF(T(M)) C NR,, and since I is transversal to M', by [H, 
Theorem 8.2.4], the pulled-back current f*T(M) on M is well defined. 
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Theorem 1.10. The following identity holds 

(1.34) 

Proof. This result is proved in [BGS4, Theorem 2.7]. 0 

2. Metric and geometric properties of Bott-Chern currents 

The purpose of this section is to establish the behaviour of the singular 
Bott-Chern currents T(he) considered in [BGS4] and in Section lg) under 
natural modifications of our datas, which are here an immersion of complex 
manifolds, a chain complex of holomorphic vector bundles, and metrics on 
these vector bundles. 

In particular, we establish in this section a key transitivity property, 
which describes the behaviour of the singular Bott-Chern currents under 
composition of immersions. 

Note that in the whole section, the microlocal properties of the con
sidered currents play a key role in the formulation of the results and in the 
proofs themselves. 

This section is organized as follows. In a) we study the dependence 
of the current T(he) on the metrics h( In b), we establish a transivity 
formula for Bott-Chern currents associated with a commutative diagram 
of immersions. In c), we assume that our vector bundles are themselves 
replaced by acyclic complexes, and we study the corresponding Bott-chern 
currents. 

In this section, we make the same assumptions as in Section 1, and we 
use the same notations. 

(a) The current T( he) as a function of M. Let E be a holomorphic 
vector bundle on M of dimension k. Let Q be an ad-invariant polynomial 
on (k,k) matrices. We now use the same notations as in (1.22). Let h~, 
hf be two Hermitian metrics on E. By [BGS1, Theorem 1.29], there is a 
well-defined class of smooth forms Q( h~, hf) E pM / pM,o such that 

(2.1) 28.8 Q(h~. hf) = Q(hf)- Q(h~). ur 

Q(h~, hf) is the axiomatically defined Bott-Ghern class of [BGSl, Section 
lf)] associated with the exact sequence 0- (E, h~)- (E, hf) - 0. 

We now make the same assumptions as in Section 1a). Let Me (resp. 
MF) be the set of Hermitian metrics he= (M0 , ••• ,M"') (resp. hF = 
(hFo , •.. I hF,. )) on the vector bundles eo •... ,em (resp. Fo, ... I Fm)· 
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If h~ = (h~0 , ••• , h~m }, hi = (hi0 , ••• , him} are elements of Me, set 

m 

(2.2} ch(hthi} = L(-1)kd;(h~\hfk). 
0 

Then by (2.1) 

(2.3} 

Take now hF = (hFo, ... , hFm) EMF. We equip F with the orthogcr 
nal sum of the metrics (hFk)o5~;~m· 

Let gN, g'l be Hermitian metrics on the vector bundles N, TJ· We equip 
AN* ® 1J with the tensor product of the metric induced on AN* by gN and 
of the metric g'l. 

Definition 2.1. We will say that the metrics hF = ( hFo, ... , hF m) 
verify assumption (A) with respect to the metrics gN, g'l on N, 1J if the 
identification of Z-graded complexes (F, 811 v) :::! (AN* ®1], i11 ) also identifies 
the metrics. 

Let VF be the holomorphic Hermitian connection on F. For y E V, 
let (811 v)* be the adjoint of 811 v. Set as in (1.13) 

(2.4) 

Let B be the superconnection 

(2.5) B = VF +{)yV. 

Definition 2.2. Let B(hF) be the smooth form on M' 

The form O(hF) is closed. By (BGS1, Proposition 1.8), (J(hF) E pM'. 
Also if the metrics hF = ( hFo, ... , hF m} verify assumption (A) with respect 
to the metrics gN, g'l, then by Theorem 1.6 

(2.6) 
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If l E R-+ hf = (h[0 , ••• , h["') EMF is a smooth map from R into 
MF, let l E R -+ Bt be the corresponding family of superconnections on 
the graded vector bundle F. For any l E R 

is a smooth section of End F. 

Definition 2.3. Let x be the smooth form 

Theorem 2.4. The form x lies in pM' and its class in pM' I pM',o 
only depends on h[, hf. Moreover 

(2.9) {){} F) ( F) -2 . X= O(h 1 - 0 h0 • 
J71' 

If the metrics h[ and hf verify assumption (A) with respect to metrics 
(gb",g~) and (gf",gn on N, 71, then 

(2.10) X= Td- 1(gf,gfl)ch(g3) + Td-1(gf)d;(g'J,gn in pM'jpM',o. 

Proof. The proof of (2.9) follows from the extension to supercon
nections of a formula of Bott and Chern [BoC, 3.28]. This extension was 
proved in Bismut [B2, Theorem 2.1]. Using this formula, the proof of (2.9) 
is strictly identical to the proof of [BGSl, Theorem 1.27]. The fact that 
the class of x in pM' I pM',o only depends on h[ and hf follows from the 
analogue of the formulas in [BGSl, Theorem 1.25] for superconnections 
which was proved in [B2, Theorem 2.2]. Of course the formulas in [B2] 
must be integrated along the fibre N. We can then proceed as in [BGSl, 
Section le)]. 

If hL hf verify assumption (A) with respect to (gb", gg) and (gf", gD, 
we can find a smooth family of metrics l -+ (gf, g'J.) on N, 7J which inter
polates between (gb",uri), and (gf",gD. If hf is the metric on F associated 
with the metric (gf, gi), the family l -+ h[ interpolates between h[ and 
hf. 
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The operator (gf")- 18&[ acts naturally on the exterior algebra AN•. 
One verifies easily that since F = AN• ® 7], 

Let ('Vf) 2 , ('Vi)2 be the curvatures of the holomorphic Hermitian con
nections on the holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles (N,gf), (7J,gi). By 
proceeding as in Mathai-Quillen [MQ, Theorem 4.5], Bismut [B2, Theorem 
3.2], we find that 

-.L Tr, [(h[) 0~J exp( -Bz)] = (2i7r)dimN :b { Td- 1 ( -(\7f")2 

(2.12) b(g{)- 1 ogf) Tr [ exp( -(\7j)2)] 

+ Td- 1 (-(\7f)2)Tr[exp(-(\7j?- b(gi)- 1 o;J)]} b=O· 

Using (2.8), (2.12) and also [BGS1, Remark 1.28, Corollary 1.30 and 
Remark 1.31] we find that 

,-......., 
(2.13) x=Td- 1 ®ch((g~,g3),(gf,g~)) inPM'jpM',o. 

Our theorem is proved. 0 

We now will write x(h[, hf) instead of x the class of forms in 
pM' J pM',o defined in (2.8). 

Let h~ = (h~0 , ••• ,h~"'), h~ = (~t·····~"') be two elements of M~. 
Let h[ = (h~0 ' ••• 'h~"' ), h[ = (hl 0 ' ••• 'hl m) be the elements of MF 
respectively associated with h~, h~ by the construction of Section 1 b). 

Theorem 2.5. The following identity holds 

Proof. Let P 1 be the complex projective plane equipped with the 
meromorphic coordinate z and the two distinguished points {0} and {oo}. 

The complex (~, v) lifts naturally to M x P1. On M x P 1, we equip 
(~ 0 , .•• ,~m) with Hermitian metrics M = (M0 , ••• ,Mm) which restrict to 
the metrics (hb0 , ••• , hbm) and (hl0 , ••• , hlm) on M X {0} and M X { oo} 
respectively. 
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The vector bundle N.R on M' lifts naturally to M' x P 1. By Theorem 
1.9, the wave front set W F(T(he)), of the current T(M) on M x P1 is 
included in N.R. Also the wave front set W F(Loglzl2 ) of the distribution 
Loglzl2 on P1 is equal to (T_.RP1 \ {0}) 0 U (T_.RP1 \ {0}) 00 • The current 
Loglzl2 lifts toM X P1, and its wave front set W F(Loglzl2) also lifts in the 
obvious way. 

Since WF(T(M))n(-WF(Loglzl2)) = 0, by [H, Theorem 8.2.10], the 
product of currents Loglzl2T(he) is well defined. Also the usual rules of 
differential calculus can still be used. In particular 

(2.15) 

It is well-known that 

(2.16) 
1 - 2 

-2. 88Loglzl = 6o- 600 • 
111" 

Let hF = (hFo, ... , hFm) be the metrics on the vector bundles F0 , ••• , 

Fm on M' x P1 induced by the metrics he = (h{o, ... , hbm ). Using Theorem 
1.9, and (2.15), (.2.16) we find that 

(2.17) 
T(he)8Mx{O}- T(he)8Mx{oo} - Loglzl 2(8(hF)8M'xP' - ch(M)) 

= 2~ (o(Loglzi 2)T(he)) + 2~ (Loglzi28T(he)). 
111" 111" 

We now integrate (2.17) along the fiber of M x P1 --+ M. By [H, 
Theorem 8.2.10], the wave front sets of the currents o(Loglzi 2)T(M) and 
Loglzi28T(h{) are included in the sum of the duals of the real normal 
bundles to M',M x {0}, M x {oo} in M x P 1• By [H, Theorem 8.2.13], 
the wave front set of their integral along the fibers is included in N.R. Also 
a and [) commute with integration along the fiber. 

From (2.17), we deduce in particular that 

(2.18) T(hb)-T(hf)- [_i, Loglzl20(hF)] bM•+ ,l, Loglzl2ch(he) E Ptf;0 • 

By (BGS1, Theorem 1.29), we know that 

(2.19) 1 Loglzl2ch(he) = -ch(hb,h~) in pM jPM,o. 
pl 
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The metric h~ lifts into a Hermitian metric on the vector bundle F 
on M' x P 1• Clearly 

(2.20) 

By Theorem 2.4, we know that 

(2.21) 

Observe that since hF coincides with h~ on M x {0}, the restriction 
ofx(h~,hF) toM' x {0} vanishes in pM'jpM',o. Using (2.16), (2.21) and 
integrating (2.20) along the fiber of M' x P 1 -+ M', we get 

(2.22) 

From (2.18)-(2.22), we deduce (2.14). 0 

(b) A transitivity property of Bott-Chern singular currents. We make 
the same assumptions as in Section la). 

- I -

Let M' = U7'=l MJ,, be another finite union of compact connected 
complex submanifolds of M such that if j f. j', MJ n MJ, = 0. Let i be the 
embedding M' -+ M. 

We otherwise assume that to the pair M, M', we have associated the 
analogue of the objects which were associated with the pair M, M'. These 
objects will be denoted with a"'· In particular: 

• ({, ii) is a complex of holomorphic vector bundles on M 

(2.23) ({,ii):O-+ {m -+jj •• • -+jj {o-+ 0. 

• ij is a holomorphic vector bundle on M'. 
• There exists a holomorphic restriction map f: {DIM' -+ ij such that 

we have the exact sequence of sheaves on M 
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fr denotes the normal bundle to M' in M. 
We now make the fundamental assumption that M' and M' intersect 

transversally, i.e. if X E M' n M'' then T:cM' + T:cM' = T:cM. 
Let M" be the complex submanifold of M M" = M' n M'. Then if 

X E M"' TxM" = TxM' n TxM'. Let i" be the embedding M" -+ M. Let 
j,] be the embeddings j: M"-+ M', ]: M"-+ M'. 

We will denote with a 11 the objects naturally associated with the pair 
M, M". In particular, N" is the normal bundle toM" in M. Observe that 
since M' and M' are transversal, the vector bundle N" splits holomorphi
cally into 

(2.25) 

Also NIM" (resp. NIM") is exactly the normal bundle toM" in M' (resp. 
in M'). 

Let (e", v") be the double complex 

(e",v") = (e 0 {,v 0 1 + 10 v). 

Then 

• e" is the graded tensor product of the graded vector bundles e and 
{, and so for 0 ::; k ::; m + m 

(2.26). e; = EB (ej ® {;') 
i+i'=k 

• v 0 1 acts on e 0 { like v 0 1' and moreover' if f E ej ' j E {j I' then 

(2.27) (1 ® v)(f ®f)= (-l)degJ f ® v j. 

One easily verifies that v" 2 = 0. To simplify our notations, we will 
consider v and vas odd anticommuting elements in Ende", acting one" 
like v 0 1 and 1 0 ii so that v" = v + ii. 

Let ~ be the holomorphic vector bundle on M" 1]11 = TJiM" @ ~IM". In 
the sequel, it will be convenient to consider TJ, ~ as even vector bundles, so 
h II ' -

t at 11 = TJiM" 0 7JIM" · 
Let r" be the restriction map 

(2.28) If II ( '-)1 r : eoiM" = eo 0 €o M" --:--+ 17" • 
r®r' 
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Using again the local uniqueness of resolutions (see Serre [S, Chapter 
IV, Appendix 1], Eilenberg [E, Theorem 8]) one verifies easily that we have 
the exact sequence of sheaves 

0 0 (c" ") ·"o ( ") -+ M '> , V -+r" '• M" 1J -+ 0 

(2.29) 0-+ OM-,((~,v)IM') -+r ].OM 11 (1JIM")-+ 0 

0-+ OM·(({,ii)IM') -+r• j.OM"(TJiM")-+ 0. 

By [B2, Section 1b)], we know that ifF (resp. F, F") is the di
rect sum of the homology groups of the complex ({, v)IM' (resp. ({, ii)IM', 

(~11 , v")IM" ), then F (resp. F, F") is a Z-graded holomorphic vector bun
dle. Moreover we have the identification of holomorphic vector bundles 

(2.30) F" = FIM" ® ijM". 

In the sequel, we always equip the direct sum of Hermitian vector bun
dles with the orthogonal sum of the considered metrics, and tensor products 
of vector bundles with the tensor product of the Hermitian metrics. 

Let now h{ = (h€ 0 , ••• , h{m) E M{, hi = (hio, ... , him) E M( Let 
II II II II 

h{ = (h{o, ... , h{m+m) EM{ be the corresponding family of Hermitian 

metrics on~~' ... ' e:+m. Let hF (resp. hi'' hF") be the family of metrics 
on F (resp. F, F") induced by M (resp. he, M"). Then (2.30) is an 
identification of holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles. 

Note that if the metrics h{ and hi verify assumption {A) with re
spect to me tries (gN, g"') and (gfir, li) on N, 17 and N, ij, then h€" verifies 

assumption (A) with respect to the me tries (gN EB gN, g'l ® g"i) on ( N 11 , 77"). 

We now construct the currents T(M), T(hf), T(M") associated with 
the holomorphic Hermitian chain complexes({, v),({, ii), (~", v"). By [BGS4, 
Theorem 2.5] or by Theorem 1.9, we know that 

(2.31) 

Recall that M' and M' are transversal. Using (2.31) and [H, Theorem 
8.2.4], we know that the pulled back currents i*T(hi) and i*T(h€) on M' 
and M' are well-defined. 

By (2.29), the complex (~, v)1M provides a resolution on M' of the 

sheaf of holomorphic sections of 171M". Therefore, if we denote by i• M 
the family of Hermitian metrics induced by M on {IM', we can define the 
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current T(i•h() on M'. Similarly, we also consider the current TWh{) on 
M'. 

By [BGS4, Theorem 2. 7] or by Theorem 1.10, we know that 

T(i• he) = i•T(he) 

TW he) = i•T(he). 
(2.32) 

The push-forward of a current by a smooth map is always well defined. 
Then using the fact that M' and M' intersect transversally, (2.31) and [H, 
Theorem 8.2.10], we find that the product currents T(M)6M•, and T(h{)6M, 
are well defined. One easily verifies that 

(2.33) 
T(h{)6M' = i. (i•T(h{)) 

T(he)6.M, = i. (i-T( he)). 

Note the commutative diagram of immersions 

(2.34) 

We now will prove that to (2.34), we can associate a corresponding 
transitivity result for singular Bott-Chern currents. 

If x E M' U M', set 

(2.35) 

(NR + NR)z = NR if X EM'\ M" 

= NR if X E M' \ M" 

Definition 2.6. 'D~·+.N• (M) denotes the set of currents on M whose 
R R _ 

wave front set is included in Nil+ Nil. P:f,u.M• is the set of currents won 
M which have the following two properties. 

• w is a sum of currents of type (p,p). 

• The wave front set of w is included in Nil+ Nil. 
P::~M' is the set of currents w E P:J,uM', which are such that there 

exist currents a,{J E 'DN' • N"• (M) for which w = lJa + tJp. 
R+ R 
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Theorem 2. 7. The following identities hold 

Proof. We first show that the equalities in (2.36) make sense. By 
[BGS4, Theorem 2.5] or by Theorem 1.8, we know that the wave front set 
of the current i*T(hf) = T(i*h€) is included in the real conormal bundle 
NR. toM" in M'. The current O(hF) on M' is smooth. By [H, Theorem 
8.2.13], we find that the wave front set of the current i. (O(hF)i*T(h€)) is 
included in NR,_ + NR_. So the wave front set of the current ch(hf)T(M) + 
i. (O(hF)i*T(M)) is included in NR. + NR_. Therefore this current lies 
in P:f,uM'' The first line in (2.36) is then an identity of currents in 

P:f,uM'/ P:J;~M'' The same is true for the second line in (2.36). 
We now prove (2.36). To the Hermitian chain complexes (e, v), ({, v), 

(f',v':), we associate linear maps V, V, V" as in (1.9). F<:r u;::: 0, let Au, 
Au, Au be the superconnections on the vector bundles e, e, e" 

(2.37) 

Au= ve +vuV 
Au= v€ + v'UV 
A~ = ve" + vu V". 

Let N H, N H, N~ be the operators defining the Z-grading of the com
plexes (e,v), (e,v), (e",v"). Clearly 

(2.38) 

For 0 $; u < +oo, set 

(2.39) 
au= Tr, [exp(-A~)] 
iiu = Tr,[exp(-A~)) 
a~ = Tr, [exp( -A~2 )] 

f3u = Tr, [NH exp( -A~)] 
Pu = Tr,[NHexp(-A~)] 

/3~ = Tr, [NH exp( -A~2 )]. 

By the construction of the metrics M" E M€" and by (2.38), one finds 
easily that 

II 

(2.40) 
au= auiiu 

{3: = auPu + iiuf3u. 
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By [B2, Theorems 3.2 and 4.3], or by Theorem 1.5, we know that as 
u- +oo, the currents a,, Pu, ii11 , Pu, a~, p; have limits a00 , Poo, ii00 , Poo, 
a:;,, P':o which are explicitly known. By [B2, Theorem 4.3], or by Theorem 
1.6, we know that the currents Po, /300 , /3o, Poo, P~, /3:, are closed. Set 

• for u ::; 1 111 
- - dv 

iju = (Pv -Po)-
0 v 

(2.41) 

• for 1 ::; u ::; +oo 11 - - dv lu - - dv 
iju = (Pv -Po)-+ (Pv - f3oo)-. 

0 v 1 v 

By Theorem 1.9, for any u E [0, +oo), iiu E 1>&. (M) and the map 
R 

u E [0, +oo] - ij11 E 1>R• ( M) is continuous. 
R 

By [BGSl, Theorem 1.15], [B2, Theorem 2.4] or by Theorem 1.4, we 
know that 

(2.42) 
{) 1 - -

-8 iiu = -{}{) Pu • 
u u 

Since Po and Poo are closed currents, we deduce from (2.42) that for 
0::; u < +oo 

(2.43) 

Also by (2.40) we have 

Using (2.43), (2.44), we find that 

/3: - P~ = iio(Pu -Po)+ auPu - ao/3o 
(2.45) 

+ ( U :u au) iiu- B(8(Pu)iiu)- 8(f3uBiiu)• 

Therefore from (2.45), we deduce that 

11 
11 11 du 11 du (Pu - /3o )- = ao (Pu- /Jo)- + a1ii1 

0 u 0 u 

(2.46) 
+ Po 11 (au- ao) du 

0 u 

- a 11 8(!3u )iiu du 
0 u 

- {) {1 PufJ iju du, 
} 0 u 
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Clearly, the integrals in (2.46) define smooth currents on M. 
We can define currents TJu associated to the family of currents f3u by a 

formula similar to (2.41). In particular the analogue of (2.43) is 

(2.47) 

Since Po is closed, we deduce from (2.46), (2.47), that 
(2.48) 

1
1 

11 11 du 1 1 du - (- 1 1 du) (f3u - f3o )- = <io (f3u- f3o)- + a1ij1 + aa f3o TJu-
o u 0 u 0 u 

_11 du 11 - du - a a(f3u)iju-- a f3uaiju-· 
0 u 0 u 

Remember that by [H, Theorem 8.2.10], ifw E VAr• (M), wE V'N-· (M), 
R R 

since NRIMII nNRIMII = {0}, we can form the product ww E v~.+N" (M), 
R R 

and the map ( w, w) E 'Dj..,.R ( M) x V&.R ( M) - ww E V~.R+N.R ( M) is con-
tinuous. Also the usual rules of differential calculus can be used on such 
products. 

In view of (2.30), it is clear that 

" -
(2.49) 

a00 = a00 a00 

II -
f3oo = aoof3oo + &oof3oo. 

Remember that by Theorem 1.5, as u _. +oo, au, f3u converge to a 00 , 

{300 in VJ..,. (M), <iu, Pu converge to &00 , Poo in VN'-. (M). So {2.49) can be 
R R 

considered as a consequence of (2.40) and of the previous considerations on 
the products of currents. 

By proceeding formally as in (2.44) and using (2.43) and (2.47}, we 
find that 

{3~ - {3':x, = <io(f3u - f3oo} + auPu - aooPoo 

(2.50) + u ( :u au) 7iu + ( <io - <ioo )f3oo 

- 8((8f3u)iju)- 8(f3uBiju)• 

Remember that by Theorem 1.6, the current {300 is closed, so that 
using (2.43) 

(2.51) 
(&o- &oo)f3oo = -(aa ijoo)f3oo = a((Bijoo)f3oo) 

8((af3u)iju) = 8(a(f3u- Poo)iju)· 
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From (2.50), (2.51), we deduce that for any A E [1,+oo[ 

1A(f3" p" ) du _ JA(/3 f3 ) du _ _ _ -u- oo -=ao u- oo -+O'A']A-0'1'71 
1 u 1 u 

(2.52) 

+ {A ( O'u - O'oo )Poo du 
11 u 

l A( - - ) du {) f3u {) ~u - f3oo {) ~oo -
1 u 

[) {A 8(f3u - f3oo )~u du · 11 u 

Using (2.47) and the fact that the current Poo is closed, we find that 
if A E [1, +oo[ 

(2.53) lA - du - 1A - du 
(au- O'oo)f3oo- = {){) ('lu- '7oo)f3oo-· 

1 u 1 u 

We make A- +oo in (2.52). By Theorem 1.9, we have 

(2.54) 

{A (f3" - p" ) du ._ {+oo (f3" - p" ) du in 1J' "• (M)· 11 u oo U 11 u oo U NR 

iio fA (f3u- ~oo) du -t iio j+oo (f3u- f3oo) du in 1>~. (M). 
1 U 1 U R 

Also, again using Theorem 1.9 and the properties of the product of 
currents explained after equation (2.48), we find that as A._ +oo 

ll'AijA -t aooi]oo in V'tv.+N.(M)· 
R R 

l
A - du l+oo - du 

( O'u - O'oo )f3oo- -t ( O'u - O'oo )/3oo- in V'tv. +N• ( M). 
1 U 1 U R R 

(2.55) 

In the sequel, the constant C may vary from line to line. 
Using (1.18) and (2.41), we find that if Jl is a smooth differential form 

on M, then if u ~ 1 

liM Jl('lu- '7oo)l ~ Cllllllc 1 (M) 1+oo v~;2 
or equivalently that if u ~ 1 

(2.56) 
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From (2.56), we get 

(2.57) l
A du l+oo du 

(7Ju- 7Joo)--+ (7Ju- 7Joo)- in V'(M). 
1 u 1 u 

Also if U, r, tp, m are taken as in Section lc) with respect to the 
submanifold M', using (1.19), we find that 

1
+oo dv 

Pu,r,,.,,m(7Ju- 7Joo) :5 C 3/2 
u v 

or equivalently 

(2.58) 
c 

Pu,r,,.,,m(7Ju- 7Joo) :5 yv.· 

From (2.57), (2.58), we deduce that 

(2.59) !A du l+oo du 
(7Ju- TJoo)--+ (7Ju- TJoo)- in vN. (M). 

1 U 1 U R 

Since M' and M' are transversal, we deduce from (2.59) that 

From (2.60), we get 
(2.61) 

- fA - du - J+oo - du {){) (7Ju- 7Joo)f3oo-- {){) (7Ju -7]oo)f3oo-
1 u 1 u 

Clearly, since {300 is closed 

The same arguments as in (2.60) show that 

and so 
(2.64) 

i'il:llA {3 (- - )du i'i!:~l+oo {3 (- - )du uu oo 7Ju - TJoo - -+ uu oo 7]u - 7Joo -
1 u 1 u 
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We now study the behaviour of A -+ +oo of the current 

(2.65) l A - du 
(fJu - fJoo )o ilu - · 

1 u 

Here the situation is slightly more involved because the current [) ilu 
depends on u. As u -+ oo, the current ilu converges as a smooth current 
on M \ M'. Using the estimates in Theorem 1.5, it is clear that difficulties 
in the convergence of the currents (2.65) may occur only near M". 

Take Xo EM". Let u be a small open neighborhood of Xo, let r, <p, 

m as in Section lc) with respect to the sub manifold M'. Similarly, given 
U, and replacing M' by M', we choose f, '{;,mas in Section lc). 

Then by Theorem 1.5, we know that if u ~ 1 

(2.66) 

_.....-....._ c 
jcp(fJu - fJoo)(~)j ~ y'u(l + 1~1) 

c 
PU,f',<p,m(fJu- fJoo) ~ y'u 

j<p~u(~)j ~ C(1 + 1~1 2 ) 
Pu f .~ m ( ilu) ~ C. 

I ITt 

By proceeding as in Hormander [H, Theorem 8.2.4) and using the 
transversality assumption NR!M' n NR!M' = {0}, we can easily prove the 
following estimates. 

• There exists k E N such that for u ~ 1 

(2.67) 

From (2.67), we immediately deduce that as A -+ +oo, the currents 
(2.65) converge, i.e. 

(2.68) l A - du l+oo - du 
(fJu- fJoo)Oiju--+ (fJu- fJoo)Oiju- in V'(M). 

1 u 1 u 

• If() is a smooth current with compact support in U, if .6. is a closed 
cone in R2l such that An (NR.+NR.) = {0} on (M'UM')nU, ifm" is an 
integer, then for u ~ 1 

(2.69) ( - c 
PU,~,8,m 11 (fJu- fJoo)Oiju) :::; y'u" 
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To prove (2.69), we break a convolution integral in thee variable into 
three pieces, which are separately estimated using (2.66). Here again it is 
crucial that NRIM" n NR.IM" = {0}. 

From (2.68), (2.69), it is now clear that 

l
A - du l+oo - du 

(2.70) (f3u - f3oo)8 iiu-- (f3u - f3oo)8 iiu- in V',;. +N• (M) 
1 U 1 U R R 

and so 
(2.71) 

! A - du J+oo - du 
8 (f3u- f3oo)8iju-- 8 (f3u- f3oo)8iju-

1 u 1 u 
in V',;.+il• (M). 

R R 

We can prove in the same way that as A - +oo 
(2.72) 

f A du l+oo du 
8(f3u - f3oo)i/u-- 8(f3u- f3oo}i/u-

1 u 1 u in V~. +iV• (M)· 
R R 

_lA du _l+oo du 8 8(f3u - f3oo )iju- - 8 8(f3u - f3oo )iju-
1 u 1 u 

in V',;. +il· (M). 
R R 

From (2.53), (2.54}, (2.55), (2.61), (2.71), (2.72) we deduce that we 
can take the obvious limits in (2.52). 

Now note that the currents which appear in (2.46) after the operators 
8, 8 or 88 are smooth. Similarly as we saw in (2.60), (2.63), (2.70), (2.72), 
we find in particular that the wave front sets of the currents which appear 
after operators a, a or aa in (2.52) for A= +oo are included in N'ft + N'ft. 
From (2.46}, (2.52}, we get 
(2.73) 

fo1 ({3: - {3~) ~ + l+oo ({3~ - /3::0) d: 
=5o {11 (f3u- f3o) duu + l+oo (f3u- f3oo) duu} 

+ aoo {11 (~u - ~o) duu + l+oo (~u - ~oo) duu} 

· pM fPM,o 
m M'uM' M'uM1 ' 

Also using (2.40), (2.49}, we know that 
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Remember that the currents Po and /300 are closed. Therefore using (2.42), 
(2.47), we find that 

(2.75) Poo(O:oo - O:o) = tJo(Poo iioo)· 

The currents /300 ij00 and Po TJoo lie in V~.+N" (M). From (2.74), (2.75), 
.R .R 

we find that 

Using now formula (1.26), together with (2.73), (2.7~), we deduce the 
first line of (2.36). By interchanging the roles of M' and M', we also obtain 
the second line of (2.36). 0 

Remark 2.8. It is much easier to prove directly that the right hand 
sides of both lines of (2.36) coincide in P:f,u.M,/ P::~M'. In fact 

{2.77) 
tJo(T(he))T(hf)- T(he)tJoT(hf) = 

I - -
tJ(oT(he))T(he) + o(T(he)tJT(he)). 

Using now equation (1.31) for ~! T(M) and its analogue for ~!T(hf), 
we get from (2.77) that 

(2.78) 
T(hf)O(hF)6M'- ch(he)T(hf)- T(he)O(h~')6M, 

+ ch(hf)T(h() E pM,o -
M'UM11 

which is equivalent to the equality of the right-hand sides of (2.36). Note 
that in (2.78), only equation (1.31) and the wave front set properties of the 
currents T(M) and T(hi) have been used. The identities (2.36) are much 
deeper, since they involve the explicit form of the currents T(he), T(hf), 
T(he"). 

Theorem 2. 7 plays a fundamental role in the sequel, in particular in 
our construction of singular currents associated with Koszul complexes. 
Also as pointed out in the introduction, it should be deeply related to a 
version with metrics of the Theorem of Grothendieck-Riemann-Roch. 

(c) Bott-Chern currents and double complexes .. Let now ({i, vhSiSP 
be p holomorphic chain complexes of vector bundles e~, ... , efra on M, which 
provide resolutions of the sheafs OM•(TJ0 ), ... ,0M•(rl), where 1J0 , ... ,~ 
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are holomorphic vector bundles on M'. Let r denote the restriction map 
j . 

eo!M' -+ rJ' (1 $ j $ p). 
We also assume that there are holomorphic chain maps v:ej-+ ej-1 , 

rf -+ ,f-1 (1 $ j $ p), which are such that the following diagram com-
mutes 

(2.79) 0 0 0 
l l l 

0 -+ e~ -+v -+v e8 -+r .,a -+ 0 
l v l v l v 

0 -+ e:n -+v -+v eJ -+r .,1 -+ 0 
l l 

l v l ii 
0 -+ et:.a -+v -+v eg -+r rf -+ 0 

l l l 
0 0 0 

Let (em,v), ... ,(eo,v), (TJ,v) denote the vertical holomorphic com
plexes of vector bundles in (2.79). 

We now make the fundamental assumption that the complexes 
(em, v), ·.·,(eo, v), (TJ1 v) are acyclic. 

We equip the {ef) 1~i~m, and the (rf) 1< .< with Hermitian metrics 
1~j~p _}_p 

(Mq 19~m, and g"IJ (1 $ j $ p), and we equip the normal bundle N with 
1~j~p 

a Hermitian metric gN. Let h{;, M' be the induced Hermitian metric on 
ei, ei, and let g"' be the induced Hermitian metric on TJ· 

We also make the assumption that for every j(1 S j $ p), the metrics 
he verify assumption (A) with respect to the metrics gN, g"''. 

For any j(l S j S p), we can define the currents T(hE' ), whose wave 
front sets are included in NR_. Similarly, since the complexes (ei, v)o<i<m 
and (7J, v) are acyclic, we can construct the associated smooth currents 
T(M•) and T(g"') on M and M' respectively. Note that such smooth cur
rents were already constructed in (BGS1, Section 1c)]. 

Theorem 2.9. The following equality holds 
p m 

L)-l)iT(hE') = L:(-l)iT(h{·)- i.(Td- 1(gN)T(g"')) 
j=O i=O (2.80) 

· pMjpM,O 
m M' M 1 • 
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Proof. Let P1 be the one dimensional projective plane with distin
guished points 0 and oo, and let z be the canonical meromorphic coordinate 
on P 1• By [BGS1, Section 1f)] or by the Grassman graph construction of 
[BaFM, Chapter II] which will be explained in more detail in Section 4, 
one finds easily that there exist a double complex on M x P 1 which will be 
noted as in (2.79), having the following three properties. 

• The restriction of the new complex to M x {0} coincides with the 
complex (2.79). 

• The rows in the double complex provide resolution of sheaves of 
holomorphic sections of vector bundles on M' x P 1, and the columns are 
acyclic. 

• On M' x { oo}, the new double complex splits vertically. In particular 
if p = 2, on M' x {oo}, there is an identification of holomorphic chain 
complexes 

and v acts as the obvious map. If p ;::: 2, the complex breaks vertically into 
short exact sequences of complexes which are split vertically. 

Let (/i(!) o~i~m be Hermitian metrics on the (e!) 09!5m on M x P 1 

O<j<p O<j<p 
which have the ioiTowing two properties: - -

• They restrict to the given metrics (M!) on M x {0}. 

• On M' x {oo}, the Hermitian chain complexes (e;, ii)o<i<m are split 
in the sense of (BGSl, Section lf)]. If p = 2, this means that e{ = ep EB e[ 
(0 ~ i ~ m), and that the previous splittings are orthogonal. 

For 0 ~ j ~ p, let T(Jie') be the current on M x P1 associated with 
the Hermitian chain complex ei equipped with the metrics (M'). 

The wave front set of the current Loglzl2 was calculated in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5. By Theorem 1.9, the wave front set of the current T(M') is 
included in the n\>rmal bundle to M' x P 1 in M x P 1, which is the natural 
lift of N to M' x P1• As in the proof of Theorem 2.5, we deduce that 
the product of currents Loglzi2T(M') is well defined. Then we have the 
analogue of (2.15) i.e. 

88 2 (-e) 2 88 (-e -2 . (Loglzl )T h - Loglzl -2 . T h ) 
~~ ~~ 

(2.81) = 2~ (8(Loglzi2)T(M')) 
~~ 

+ 2~ (Loglzi28T(iie')). 
~~ 
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For 0 :5 j :5 p, let h,F' be the metric induced o~ the direct sum Fi of 
the homology groups of (ei, v )IM' by the metrics IP 

Using Theorem 1.9 and (2.81), we get 

p p 

Loglzl2 L(-l)iO(hF')6M'xP 1 - Loglzl2 L(-l)ich(he') 
i=O i=O 

p p 

+ L(-l)iT(he')6Mx{oo}- L(-l)iT(iie')6Mx{O} 
j=O j:O 

(2.82) 

; - 2~T ( 8(Loglzl2) (t. (-I )i T(hl')) ) 

-27T ((Loglzl2)8 (t.(-l)iT(hl'))) 
We claim that 

p 

(2.83) L(-l)iT(h.e')6Mx{oo} = 0. 
i=O 

In fact by the analogue of (2.32), the current T(M')6Mx{oo} is the im
age of the restriction to M x { oo} of T(M') by the embedding M x { oo} -+ 

M x P1. By [BGS4, Theorem 2.7] or by Theorem 1.10, the restriction of 
T(ii(;) to M x { oo} is the Bott-Chern current associated with the chain 
complex (~i,v)IMx{oo}· Since on M x {oo}, for 1 ~ i ~ m, the Hermitian 
chain complex (ei, v) splits, it is elementary to verify that for any u ~ 0, 
if At; is the superconnection (1.10) associated with the Hermitian chain 
complex (ei, v) and if Nj; is the corresponding number operator, then the 
restriction to M x { oo} of the form 

p 

L( -l)iTr, [NJ: exp( -At') 2] 

j:O 

vanishes identically. (2.83) is now obvious using formula (1.26). 
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We now integrate {2.82) along the fiber of the projection map M x 
P1 -+ M. Taking (2.83) into account, we get 

(2.84) 

t.( -l)iT( h<') = -f., Loglzl' t.(-l)i ch(h<') 

+ L Logizl't.(-l)iO(hF')6M'xP' 

+ 2~ 1 8(Loglzl2) t(-l)iT(he) 
111" pl 

j=O 

+ 2~ 1 Loglzl28 (t(-l)iT(he)) . 
Z11" p1 . O 

J= 

By [BGSl, proof of Theorem 1.29], we know that 

(2.85) I)-l)iT(h€·) = -1 Loglzl2 I)-l)ich(h€·) in pM /PM,o. 
i:O pl i:O 

Note the trivial relation 

p m 

(2.86) L(-l)ich(he) = L(-l)ich(h€•). 
i=O 

Let (9"') 0< .< be Hermitian metrics on the (rf) 0< .< on M' x P1 
_)_p _)_p 

which have the following properties: 

• They coincide with the metrics (g"') 0< .< on M' x {0}. 
_)_p 

• On M' x { oo}, the Hermitian chain complex ( 7], v) splits. 

For 0 :::; j :5 p, let (h.F') 0~i~P be the metric on Fi = AN* ® ~ 
associated with the given metric gN on N and with the metric g'~ 1 • Note 
that 

(2.87) h.F' = hF' on M' x {0}. 

In Theorem 2.4, a class of forms x(hF', hF') E pM'xPl /PM'xPl,o was 
constructed such that 

(2.88) 
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Using (2.87), we find from Definition 2.3 that x(hF', h.F') restricts to 
the zero class offorms on M' x {0}. For 0 ~ j ~ p, let Xoo(hF', ii,F') be the 
restriction of x (hF', JiF') to M' x { oo} which we identify with M', so that 
Xoo(hF' ,JiF') is now a form on M'. By proceeding as in (2.15)-(2.19), we 
get 

(2.89) 

i~ Loglz1 2 (t,(-1)iO(JiF')) = i
1 Loglz1 2 (t,(-1)iO(hF')) 

p 

- L(-l)ixoo(hF',iiF') in pM'jpM',o. 
j=O 

By (2.6), we know that 

(2.90) 

Using Theorem 1.9, (2.16), (2.90), we find that 
(2.91) 

f., Logi•J' (t,( -!)'O(hF')) = -Td-1(gN)T(g') in pM' /PM',o. 

Using (2.84), (2.85), (2.86), (2.89), (2.91) and proceeding as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.5, we get 

p m 

E<-1)1 T(he') = E<-1)1T(h{·)- i.Td- 1 (gN)T(g") 

(2.92) 
j=O •=0 

p . 

- L(-1)ii.xoo(hF' ,hF') in Ptf,fP:f:0 • 

j:O 

To prove Theorem 2.9, we only need to show that 

p 

(2.93) L(-l)ixoo(hF' ,hF') = 0 in pM'jpM',o. 
j:O 

We now use the notations of Section 1a). Note that since vv + vv = 0, 
if y E TM, then 

(2.94) 
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Clearly ii acts on the Fi's and maps Fi into Fi-l (0::; j::; p). Using 
(2.94), we find that if y E N, we have the identity of operators acting on 
the Fi's 

(2.95) 

Also remember that for any j (0 ::; j ::; p), we have a canonical iso
morphism of Z-graded complexes 

(2.96) 

In particular r provides the canonical isomorphism Ft ~ rf. Tautologically, 
the action of ii on the FJ 's coincides with the action of ii on the rf 's, i.e. 

(2.97) (Fo, ii) ~ (1J, ii). 

Using the canonical isomorphism (2.96), (2.95) can be rewritten in the 
form 

(2.98) 

From (2.96) and (2.98), we deduce easily that ii acts on AN* ® 1J like 1 ® v. 
Let hF, 'hF be the metrics on F = EB Fi which are the orthogonal 

j:O 

sums of the metrics h,F', h.F' respectively. Remember that on M' x {oo}, 
the holomorphic Hermitian complex (2.79) splits vertically. Therefore on 
M' x {oo}, when equipped with the metric h,F, the complex (AN* ® 1], 

iy + ii) also splits vertically. On the other hand, since on M' x { oo} the 
Hermitian complex ( ij, ii) is split, on M' x { oo} the complex (AN*, iy + v) 
equipped with the metric h,F is also split. For 0::; l::; 1, set 

(2.99) h[ = ( 1 -l)hF + lhF. 

Then the complex (AN*® 1J, iy+v) still splits vertically as a Hermitian 
complex when equipped with the metric h[. Using the notations in Section 
2a), we thus find that for l E [0, 1] 

(2.100) 

and so from (2.8) and (2.100) we get (2.93). 
Our Theorem is proved. 0 
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3. Bott-Chern currents, 
Euler-Green currents and Koszul complexes 

Let M be a complex manifold, let E be a holomorphic Hermitian 
vector bundle on M. If ME is the total space of M, if i is the embedding 
M --+ ME, the Koszul complex on ME ( AE*, iy) provides a resolution of 
the sheaf i. 0 M. 

If gE is the metric of E, and if hE is the metric induced by gE on AE*, 
we first calculate the Bott-Chern current T(gE) = T(hE) on ME. If e(gE) 
is the Chern-Weil representative of the highest Chern class of E, then 

(3.1) 

A simpler equation of currents on ME is given by 

(3.2) 

so that -e(gE) is a Green current in the sense of [GS1]. 
By extending the formalism of Mathai-Quillen [MQ] in a complex 

geometric framework, we exhibit an explicit locally integrable current e(gE) 
on ME which solves equations (3.2). If dimE= 1, e(gE) coincides with 
the obvious solution Loglyl2 • 

This section is organized as follows. In a), we recall results of [BGS4] 
which express the currents T(h{) as a principal part of a nonintegrable 
current. In b), we calculate the Bott-Chern current of a Koszul complex. In 
c), we briefly develop a differential geometric setting for the de Rham theory 
of ME. In d), we give a double transgression formula for the canonical 
Thorn form of (E, gE) constructed in the Mathai-Quillen [MQ]. In e), we 
study the asymptotic behaviour of Mathai-Quillen currents, which here 
depend on a parameter u ~ 0. In f), we explicitly construct a Green 
current -e(gE). In g) we compare T(gE) with e(gE). In h), we describe 
e(gE) as a function of gE. Finally in i), we study the behaviour of e(gE) 
in direct sums. 

This section relies on the formalism of Mathai-Quillen [MQ], to which 
the reader is referred when necessary. 

(a) The current T(h{) as a finzte part. Our assumptions are the same 
as in Section 1g). 

Let w(h{) be the restriction of the current T( h{) to the open set M\M'. 
Then by [BGS4, Theorem 2.5], we know that w(M) is a smooth current 
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on M \ M'. By [BGS4, Theorem 3.3), we know that, in general, w(h{) is 
nonintegrable on M \ M'. We now briefly recall a result of [BGS4]. 

Let gM be a Hermitian metric on T M. We identify N with the vector 
bundle orthogonal to T M' in T M. Then gM induces on N a metric gN. 
Let g'~ be a Hermitian metric on 7]. 

For c > 0, let Me be the set of points of M whose Riemannian distance 
to M' is larger than c. 

Theorem 3.1. Let J.L be a smooth differential fonn on M. Then 
(3.3) 

{ pT(h{) =lim{ { f.lW(h{) 
}M e-o JM, 

+ 2Logt: JM' i*f.l i tp(Tr,(NHexp(-B2)])} 

- { i*Jl { (2Log(jYj9N)-f'(l))tp(Tr,[NHexp(-B2))) 
jM1 jN 

If the metncs M = (h{o, ... , h{m) verify assumptwn {A) with respect 
to the metrics gN, g'~, then 

L tp(Tr,[Nnexp(-B2)}) = -(Td- 1 )'(gN)ch(g'~) 

(3.4) L (2 Log(IYigN)- r'(l))<p(Tr. [NH exp( -82 )]) 

(
dlmN-1 l ) 

=- {; k + Log2 (Td- 1 )'(gN)ch(g'~). 

Proof. This result was proved in [BGS4, Theorem 3.4]. 0 

(b) The smgular Bott-Chern current of a K oszul complex. Let now 
M be a complex compact connected manifold of dimension £. Let E be 
a holomorphic vector bundle on M of dimension k. Let ME be the total 
space of E. Let p be the projection ME ---+ M. We embed M in ME as 
the zero section of ME. Let i be this embedding. 

k 
Let E* be the dual of E, and let AE* = Ef) Ai E* be the exterior 

j:O 

algebra of E*. AE* is a Z-graded vector bundle on M, which lifts to ME. 
If y E E, the interior multiplication operator iy acts naturally on 

(AE* )py. Then the Koszul complex (AE*, iy) provides a resolution of the 
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sheaf i. 0 M, i.e. we have the exact sequence of sheaves 

Assume now that gE is a Hermitian metric on E. Then gE induces 
. hE (hAOE• hAkE•) A0E* AkE* F E h metr1cs = , ... , on , ... , . or y E , t e 

adjoint i; of iy is given by i; = f/A. 
The normal bundle N toM in ME is exactly E. Note that since E is 

equipped with the metric gE, assumption (A) of Section 1 b) is verified. 
The manifold ME is noncompact. Still currents on ME are paired 

with smooth compactly supported forms on ME. It is then quite easy to 
verify that all the results of [B2], [BGS4) and of Sections 1 and 2 are still 
valid on ME. 

In particular, let T(hE) be the current on ME associated with the 
holomorphic Hermitian chain complex (AE*, iy}· To note that T(hE) de
pends only on gE, we will use the notation T(gE) = T(hE). 

Let e be the ad invariant polynomial on ( k, k) matrices e: A --+ det A. 
Then using the notations of Section lf), e(gE), Td(gE) are smooth forms 
on M. When lifting such forms to ME, we omit the notation p*. 

Theorem 3.2. The current T(gE) lies m Pfr. Also 

(3.5) 

Proof. Theorem 3.2 is a consequence of Theorem 1.9 and of the 
classical relation 

0 

Let now w(gE) be the restriction of T(gE) to ME fM. Then w(gE) 
is smooth on ME fM. Also by Theorem 3.1, w(gE) entirely determines 
T(gE). 

Let VE be the holomorphic Hermitian connection on (E,gE), and let 
QE = (VE)2 be its curvature. 

Before we proceed, we will explain the notations and conventions of 
Mathai-Quillen [MQ), which will be used in the sequel. First observe that 
the connection VE defines a horizontal subspace TH ME in T ME so that 

(3.6) 
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If Y E TRE, let yv be its component in ER with respect to the 
splitting (3.6). If A is an antisymmetric tensor in EndER, we identify A 
with the two form on TRME 

(3.7) 

The two form (3.7) will still be noted A, and its exterior powers A2 , ••• , Ak. 
Note that we omit the wedge product sign. 

We now follow Mathai-Quillen [MQ]. Namely assume temporarily that 
A is invertible. Then we can define the forms A-1, (A-1)2 , ••• ,(A-1)k 
which are the powers in A(E'R) of the two form A - 1 . If P f(A) is the 
Pfaffian of A, the forms P f(A)A - 1 , ..• , P f(A)(A - 1 )k are in fact rational 
functions of A, which can be extended by continuity to an arbitrary A. We 
will still note them this way, even if A is noninvertible. 

If A E End E, A induces the (1, 1) form on ME, (Y, Z) E T< 0•1) ME x 
y(l,O) ME-+ (Yv, Azv) which we still note A. Therefore, we can extend to 
any such A the previous considerations. In particular, if IE is the identity 
map of E, we identify Ie with the (1, 1) form on ME defined by (Y, Z) E 
y(0,1)ME X y(1,0)ME-+ (Yv,zv). 

Let J E be the complex structure of ER. Then, with the previous 
conventions JE =HIE. 

If like in usual Chern-Weil's theory, we replace formally A by the 
(1, 1) form nE on M which takes values in End E, we get a form on M 
with values in forms on ME. By antisymmetrization in a.ll the indices, we 
finally get a differential form on the manifold ME. 

Observe that the formal forms (OE)- 1 , ... , ((nE)- 1 )k should be con
sidered as forms of total degree 0. 

Similarly if A E EndER, and Y E ER, we identify AY with the one 
form Z E TRME -+ (AY, zv}. Then the form P /(f2E)(f2E)- 1Y is well 
defined. Note that the formal degree of the form (OE)- 1 Y is -1. 

In the previous constructions, for any b E C, we can replace nE by 
nE + bJ E, and we still get a meaningful form on ME. 

For instance if det(B) is the determinant of B E End E, then 

(0 ~ j $ k) 

is a well defined series of forms on ME. 
If 11 E E, 11 represents Y = 11 + jj E ER, so that IYI2 = 211112 . 

Let <p be the homomorphism from Aeven(TRME) into itself which to 
a E A 2i (TRME) associates (27Ti)-J a. 
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Theorem 3.3. On ME\ M, we have the following identity of differ
ential forms 

(3.8) 
w(gE) =- :b [det (IE- exp (~i: + biE)) 

. Log c~l' + ( 2~ ( ~: +bJ B) r) L. 
Equivalently 

(3.9) 

Let '"f(gE) be the current on ME 

(3.10) E _1(8-o)- E 'Y(g ) - 2 2i1r T(g ). 

Then '"f(gE) is a locally integrable current on ME given by the formula 
(3.11) 

'Y(YE) = ~ det (IE- exp (~:)) (-0E)-1Y ('~12 + (OE)-1) - 1 

or equivalently 
(3.12) 

E u E -1 J E -1 j-1 1 ( ( nE )) dimE 2· 
'"f(g ) = 2det IE -exp 2i1r (-n ) Y "[; IYI2; ((-n ) ) · 

Also 

(3.13) 

Proof. Let NH be the operator acting on Ai(E*) (0 5 j 5 k) by 
multiplication by j. We still denote by VE the holomorphic Hermitian 
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connection on AE*. Set V = i11 + fjA. For u > 0, set Au= "V8 + /UV. By 
[B2, equations (3.142), (4.21) and (4.22)], we know that 

(3.14) 
Tr, [NH exp(-A~)] = :b [det(I- exp(nE +biB)) 

·exp{ -u('~l2 
+(nE +biE)- 1) }L=o· 

From (3.14), we deduce that on ME\ M, if sEC, Re(s) > 0 
(3.15) 

f~s) l+oo u'- 1Tr, [Nn exp(-A~)]du 

= :b [del(/- exp(QE +bfs)} { ~~~2 + (QE +bfst1 rl,.-

Using (3.16) we obtain (3.8). Note here that as a two form, nE gets 
rescaled by a factor 2~ ... , and that as a two form of partial vertical degree 2, 
(nE +biB) - 1 is also rescaled by the same factor. By expanding the Log in 
(3.8), we obtain (3.9). Note that the expansion terminates at k = dimE, 
since this corresponds to the highest possible power of a two form on ER. 

By [BGS4, Theorem 3.3), we know that the current 'Y(gE) is locally 
integrable. We temporarily fix an arbitrary square root of i = A. We 
extend the map tp to the whole A(TR.ME) so that if a E Alc(TR_ME), then 
tp( a) = (27ri)-Tcf2a. Set 

(3.17) 
r+oo du 

TJ= lo Tr,[vuVexp(-A!)] 2u. 

Then by (BGS4, Theorem 2.5], TJ defines a locally integrable current ME, 
and moreover 

(3.18) 
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By [B2, equations (4.9) and (4.11)], we know that 

Tr,[.;tiVexp(-A~)] = -iyTr,[exp(-A~)]. 
Using [MQ, Theorem 4.5], or [B2, equations (3.138), (3.139)] we find 

that 

iyTr, (exp( -A~)] = iy det(I- exp(OE)) 
(3.19) 

exp { -u ('~12 + (OE)-1)} . 

Clearly, iy(OE)-1 = -(f2E)-1Y, and so from (3.19), we find that 

iyTr, [exp( -A~)] = u det(I- exp(OE))(OE)-1Y 
(3.20) 

. exp { -u ('~12 + (OE)-1)}. 

Using (3.17) and (3.20) we find that 

Since the form (f2E)-1Y is of formal degree -1, we then get 

(3.21) 
<p(7J) = -4 det (r- exp (~:)) (2i11")112(0E)-1Y 

. ( ~~~ 2 + (OE)-1) - 1 

From (3.18), (3.21) we obtain (3.11). By expanding (3.11), we get 
(3.12). (3.13) now follows from (3.5) and (3.10). 

Remark 3.4. By formula (3.9), it is clear that in general the current 
w(gE) is not locally integrable, since its singularity near M is of the form 
IYI-2 dim E. The singularity of-y(gE) near ME is controlled by IYI-2 dimE+1 
which is integrable near 0. 

Remark 3.5. Let s be a holomorphic section of E on M which is 
transversal toM in ME. Namely we assume that if x E M is such that 
s(x) = 0, if ds(x) is the differential of s at x, then Im[ds(x)] =E. Set 

(3.22) M' = {x E M;s(x) = 0}. 
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Then on M', ds identifies ElM' with the normal bundle N toM'. Let i be 
the embedding M' -+ M. 

The chain complex (AE*, i,) = s*(AE*, i11 ) provides a resolution of 
the sheaf i,. 0 M', i.e. we have the exact sequence of sheaves 

OM(AE* 1 i,) -+r i,.OM 1 -+ 0. 

Let hE be the metric induced by gE on AE*. Let T(gE, s) = T(hE, s) 
be the singular Bott-Chern current on M associated with the complex 
(AE*, i,). Remember that W F(T(gE)) C ER. By [H, Theorem 8.2.4), the 
pulled-back current s*T(gE) on M is well-defined. It follows from [BGS4, 
Theorem 2.7] or from Theorem 2.10 that 

(3.23) 

(c) Equivanant cohomology and dzfferential forms. We make the same 
assumptions as in Section 3b), and we use the same notations. 

Clearly if pis the projection ME-+ M, then TH ME::::! p*TM. In the 
sequel, we will generally omit the notation p*. From (3.6), we deduce an 
isomorphis~ of smooth vector bundles 

(3.24) 

If {3 is a smooth section of A1 ( E'R) on ME, 'VE {3 is a smooth section of 
A 1 (TRME) ® Ai(Ei1)· We denote by a\lE/3 the corresponding j + 1 form 
on ME which is obtained by using (3.24) and antisymmetrization in the 
indices of 'VE {3. 

If a and f3 are smooth sections on ME of A(TRM) and A(ER.) respec
tively, set 

(3.25) 

From (3.24), we deduce that avE acts on the smooth sections on ME 
of A(TRME). 

QEy i~ a two form on M with values in vectors in ER C TRME. 
Therefore the operator ioEy acts on A(TRME) and increases the total 
degree in A(TRME) by 1. 

In the sequel d denotes exterior differentiation acting on smooth sec
tions of A(TRME) on ME. 

Proposition 3.6. The following Jdentity holds 

(3.26) d anE · = v +JoEy. 
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Proof. Let 'VM be any torsion free connection on TRM. 'VM lifts 
into a connection on TH ME, which we still note 'VM. Using the splitting 
(3.6) of TME, the connection V = 'VM (}) 'VE defines a connection on 
TRM E. Let T be the torsion of V. One verifies easily that if Y E ME, 
U,U' E (TR.ME)y, then 

(3.27) Ty(U, U') = O.E(p.U,p.U')Y. 

The connection V maps smooth sections of Ai(TR_ME) into smooth 
sections of A1(TR.ME) ® Ai(TR_ME). By antisymmetrization in all the 
indices, we obtain an operator 0 'V which map smooth sections of Ai (TR_ME) 
into smooth sections of Ai+1(TR_ME). Classically 

(3.28) 

Using (3.27), we get 

(3.29) 

We now take o:,/3 as in (3.25). Since QEy takes its values in ER, 
i0 Eyo: = 0 and so 

(3.30) 

Similarly using (3.29), we get 

(3.31) 

From (3.30), (3.31), we obtain (3.26). 0 

Remark 3.7. Equation (3.26) is the differential geometric counterpart 
to the algebraic considerations in [MQ, Section 5). 

(d) Double transgression formulas for the Mathai-Quillen Thorn form. 
We now recall the basic result of Mathai-Quillen [MQ, Theorem 4.10] in 
the context of complex geometry. 

Theorem 3.8. For any u > 0, let au be the form on ME 

(3.32) au= det ( ~~) exp { -u (1~12 + (OE)-1)}. 
Then for any u > 0, the form au is closed and lies in pME. It is integrable 
on ME and represents the Thorn class of ER. 
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Proof. As a two form on M with values in End E, nE is of type (1, 1). 
Also since OE is a complex endomorphism of En, for any U, V E TnM, 
nE(U, V) induces a two form on En of type (1, 1). It is now clear that au 

is a form of type ( k, k). 
By Bianchi's identities, 4 'VEnE = 0. We now use the rotations (nE)-1 

with the conventions described before. We find that 4 'V(nE)-1 = 0. 
(nE)-1Y is a form of degree -1 taking values in E. Using Proposition 
3.6, we find that 

(3.33) 

and so 

(3.34) 

We thus find that dau = 0. By proceeding as in [MQ, Theorem 4.10], 
we find that the integral along the fiber fER au is equal to 1. Therefore au 

represents the Thorn class of En. 0 

In [MQ, Theorem 7.6], Mathai-Quillen gave a formula for the Euler 
form of a real oriented Euclidean vector bundle, by transgressing their 
formula (3.32) for au. We will here reprove this result, and besides obtain 
a double transgression formula. 

Definition 3.9. For u 2: 0, let bu and Cu be the forms on ME 

bu = 4 det ( ~~:) ( -nE)-1Y exp { -u ('~12 + (OE)-1)}. 

(3.35) Cu = :b[det(-(~: +hiE)) 
·exp{-u(l~l2 + (2~(~: +bJE))-l)}L=o· 

Theorem 3.10. The form bu is of total degree 2 dimE- 1, and the 
form Cu is of complex type (dimE- 1, dimE- 1). For any u > 0 

(3.36) 
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In particular for u > 0 

(3.37) 

Proof. Equation (3.36) is proved in Mathai-Quillen [MQ, Section 7]. 
In fact using (3.33), we have 

(3.38) 

and so 

(3.39) 
:u au=~ det (- ~:) d(!2E)- 1Yexp{ -u (1~12 + (nE)-1)} 

=d(~(nE)- 1Yau). 

Let 0 be the Kahler form of ER. If X, Y E ER, then O(X, Y) = 
{X,JEY). If X E ER, the element of ER which corresponds to X by the 
metric is given by 

J=T(-ix<o.l) + ix<l,o))O. 

Let A be an invertible skew-adjoint matrix in End E. Let oA be the 
(1, 1) form on E 

(3.40) 
(U, V)- OA(U, V) = 8(A- 1U,A- 1V) = -8(A- 2U, V) 

= -B(U, A - 2 V). 

From (3.40), we deduce that if Y E ER, if A-ly E ER is identified with 
the corresponding element in Eiv then 

(3.41) 

If dE = ()E + [)E is the exterior differential on one fiber E, set 

(3.42) 

Clearly 

(3.43) (8~? = 0; (8~? = 0. 
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Also the Lie derivative with respect to AY is given by 

(3.44) LAY= (d8 + iAY )2• 

Using (3.43), (3.44), we get 
-E E E -E {3.45) LAY= {)A {)A +{)A {)A. 

Clearly LAy(JA = 0, and so 

{3.46) 8fof9A = -af8foA. 
Since the form (JA is {)8 and 88 closed, we obtain from (3.41) that 

(3.47) H(of- 8f)oA = A- 1Y. 

Also 

(3.48) 

From (3.46), (3.48), we get 

(3.49) 

In particular 

(3.50) of ('~12 +A-1) = 8f ('~12 +A-1) = 0. 

We deduce from (3.47), (3.50) that 

idet (;i~) (-A)-1Y exp { -u ('~1 2 + A-1)} 
(3.51) 

=(of- 8f) [det ( ;i~) oA exp{ -u ('~12 + A- 1)}]. 

In general, the form det ( ;i:) (JA exp { -u ('~12 +A - 1) } cannot be 

extended by continuity into a well-defined form when A is noninvertible. 
On the contrary the form 
(3.52) 

:b [det(- (21~ + blE)) exp{ -u('~12 + ( 2~(~ + bJE)) -)} L=O 

= :b [det(- (2:~ + blE)) L=o exp{ -u('~l 2 + A- 1)} 

- u det ( ;i:) 2~0A exp{ -u ('~12 +A - 1)} 
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extends by continuity to arbitrary A. Also it is clear that the first form in 
the right-hand side of (3.52) is a~ and a~ closed. From (3.51), (3.52), we 
find that 

(3.53) 

and both sides of (3.53) extend to arbitrary A. Using Proposition 3.6 and 
(3.53), we obtain (3.36). (3.37) follows from (3.36). 

Since ( -OE)- 1 Y is of degree -1, the form bu is of degree 2 dimE- 1. 
If we give the degree two to the variable b, the form 

(3.54) 
du(b) = det(- (~: + b!E)) exp( -u( ('~12 

+ 2~ ( ~= + bJ E) -1
))) 

has total degree 2 dim E. When differentiating this form with respect to bat 
b = 0, we get a form of total degree 2 dimE-2. Since du(b) is a sum of forms 
of type (p,p), Cu is of type (dimE -1, dimE -1). Our theorem is proved. 

0 

Remark 3.11. (3.36), (3.37) can also be derived from Theorem 1.4 and 
from equalities (3.14), (3.17), (3.20). Also it is no accident that the Kahler 
form () appears in (3.40), (3.51). For the role of Kahler forms in double 
transgression formulas, we refer to [BGS2] and to [B3]. In particular the 
computations in (3.42)-(3.51) are related to complex equivariant cohomol
ogy and appear in another form in [B3], in relation with Quillen metrics 
and analytic torsion. 

(e) Convergence of Mathai-Quillen currents. We make the same as
sumptions as in Section 3d), and we also use the same notations. 

Theorem 3.12. Take n E N. Then there exists a constant C > 0 
such that if Jl is a smooth differential form on ME with compact support 
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included in Bn = {Y E ME; IYI ~ n}, for u ~ 1 

(3.55) 

ILB JJ(au- 6M)I ~ Ju11JJIIcl(MB) 

lu1.L8 JJbul $ J'uiiJJIIcl(MB) 

liMB IJCul ~ JuiiJJIIcl(MB)· 

Moreover, if U, r, tp, m are taken as in Section 1e) with respect to the 
embedding i: M-+ ME, there exists C' > 0 such that for u ~ 1 

(3.56) 

c 
Pu,r,cp,m(au- 6M) :5 Vu 

c 
Pu,r,cp,m(ubu) :5 Vu 

c 
Pu,r,cp,m(cu) :5 yv.· 

Proof. Let Tu be the map Y-+ yuY. Then au = r:at, ubu = r:bt, 
Cu = r:c1. If O'u = r; 1 then 

We thus deduce easily that as u -+ oo 

(3.57) 

Moreover, it is clear from (3.32) that JE a1 = 1. Also since iy(ClE)-1 = 
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(3.58) 
l c1 = (2~rdimE :b [det(- (~:+biB)) 

. det(- (~:+biB)) -1L=o = o. 

The estimates in (3.55) obviously follow from (3.57). Finally the es
timates in (3.56) follow easily from the methods of [B2, proof of Theorem 
3.3]. 0 

(f) An Euler-Green current. Note that the form c0 is clearly closed. 

Definition 3.13. For s E C, 0 < R.e(s) < ~.let p(s) be the current on 
ME 

(3.59) 

By (3.55), one verifies that the current p(s) is well defined. Also p(s) 
extends into a meromorphic function of s E C which is holomorphic at 
s = 0. 

Let e(gB) be the current 

(3.60) 

Equivalently 

(3.61) 11 du l+oo du e(gE) = (cu- Co)-+ Cu-- f'(1)ca. 
0 u 1 u 

Finally, let t/J(gB) be the current 

(3.62) 

By (3.55), the current t/J(gB) is also well-defined. 
Remember that E is the normal bundle toM in ME. 

Theorem 3.14. The total degree of the current t/J(gB) is 2dim E- 1. 
The current e(gB) is of complex type (dimE -1, dimE- 1). The wave 
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front sets of the currents e(gE) and 1/J(gE) are included in Eil. In particular 
e(gE) E Pft. The following equations of currents hold on ME 

(3.63) 
1/J(gE) = ~ (a-: a) e(gE) 

2 2l11" 

dt/J(gE) = e(gE)- DM. 

In particular 

(3.64) 

Proof. The degree of the currents 1/J(gE) and e(gE) can be calculated 
by using Theorem 3.10. The wave front set properties of our currents follow 
easily from Theorem 3.12. The first line of (3.63) follows from (3.36), (3.61), 
(3.62) and from the fact that the form c0 is closed. The second line of (3.63) 
also follows from the same equations. 0 

Theorem 3.15. The currents e(gE) and tjJ(gE) are locally integrable. 
Also we have the formulas 

In particular, if dimE= 1, then 

(3.67) 
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Proof. Using formula {3.61), it is clear that in order to prove that the 
current e(gE) is locally integrable, we only need to show that the current 
Jt"' Cu duu is locally integrable. From (3.35), we get 

(3.68) 

Let us now again make the key observation (which was already made 
in another form in (3.58)) that in (3.68), the last index in the sum is in 
fact dimE - 1 and not dim E. Also for k 2: 0 

(3.69) 
l+oo exp (- ul~1 2 ) uk- 1du::; C (1 + Logl~l) if k = 0 

::; IYI- 2k if k > 0. 

Now the function LogjY I is locally integrable on ME. Similarly for 
1::; k::; dimE- 1, the function jYj- 2k is locally integrable. From (3.69), 
we deduce that the current e(gE) is locally integrable on ME. The explicit 
calculation of e(gE) can then be done as in (3.16). The properties of the 
current tjJ(gE) can be proved in the same way. 

Remember that IYI2 = 2jyj 2 . If dimE= 1, again using (3.58), we find 
that 

e(gE) = [ :b ( ~: + b)] b=O Logjyj2 = Logjyj2 . 

Our theorem is proved. 0 

Remark 3.16. We make the same assumptions as in Remark 3.5. Then 
for essentially the same reasons as in Remark 3.5, the current e(gE) can be 
pulled back by the section s. s• e(gE) is now a current on M which lies in 
Ptf, and also 

[){) • -( E) £ ( E) -.-s e g = UM'- e g . 
2111" 

(g) Comparison of the currents T(gE) and e(gE). 

Theorem 3.17. The following equation holds 

(3.70) 
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Proof. We use the notations of the proof of Theorem 3.3. By (3.14), 
we know that 

~(Tr. (NH exp( -A~)]) = :b [Td- 1 (- (~: + blE)) 
(3.71) · det (- (~: + blE)) exp{ -u (1~12 

+ (2~(~: + bJE) -))} L=O· 

Therefore 

ForsE C, 0 < Re(s) < l, let 6(s) be the current 

(3.73) 

By Section lg} and by Theorem 3.12, we know that 6(s) is a well-defined 
current on ME, which extends into a current which is a meromorphic func
tion of s E C. This function is holomorphic near s = 0. In particular 

(3.74) 

On the other hand, by (3.72), we find that if sEC, 0 < Re(s) < ~. then 

By Theorem 3.10, we know that 

(3.76) 1 - 1+oo dv 
au- 6M = --2. 88 C11 -. 

z~ u v 

Using (3.75), (3.76), we find that if 0 < Re(s) < t. then 

(3.77) 
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Clearly 

(3.78) 

On the other hand, p(O) = c0 and c0 is a closed form. So from (3.77), 
(3.78), we deduce that 

(3.79) b(s) = (Td-l)'(gE) 8.8 (p(s)- p(O)). 
2t11' s 

From (3.79), we get 

(3.80) 6'(0) = ~~ { (Td-l)'(gE)P"~O)}. 

Using (3.74), (3.80), we find that 

(3.81) T(gE)- Td- 1(gE)e(gE) = ~~ { (Td- 1 )'(gE/"~o)}. 

Also, it is easy to verify that the wave front set of the current p"(O) is 
included in E. From (3.81), we deduce (3.70). 0 

Remark 3.18. It should be pointed out that although the current 
T(gE) is in general not locally integrable, the current Td- 1(gE)e(gE) is 
locally integrable. 

(h) The current e(gE) as a function of gE. Let now gE, g1E be two 
Hermitian metrics on E. In (BGS1, Theorem 1.29], we have defined a 
unique class e(gE, g'E) E pM I pM,O which is such that 

(3.82) 

Theorem 3.19. The following tdentzty holds 

Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.18 is closely related to the proof of 
Theorem 2.5. In fact we lift E toM x P 1 , and we consider a metric g on 
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E which restricts to gE, g'E on M x {0}, M x {oo} respectively. We then 
use equation (3.64) for e(gE) on M x P1 in the obvious analogue of (2.15). 
To obtain (3.83), the key fact is that fp 1 Loglzi26M = 0. Details are left to 
the reader. 0 

(i) A transitivity property of the currents e(gE). Let now E and E' 
be two holomorphic vector bundles on M. E and E' are vector sub bundles 
of E $ E'. Then the manifolds ME and ME' are vector submanifolds of 
M E$E' which intersect transversally, and ME n ME' = M. 

The vector bundles E and E' lift naturally to MEIJ)E'. If z = (y, y') E 
E $ E', set 

u(z) = y; u'(z) = y' 

Then u and u' are holomorphic sections of E and E', which exactly vanish 
on ME' and ME respectively. On MEIJ)E', the sections u and u' clearly 
possess the transversality properties which were described in Remark 3.5. 

Let gE and gE' be Hermitian matrics on E and E'. We equip E $ E' 
with the metric gEIJ)E', which is the orthogonal sum of the metrics gE and 
gE'. By Remark 3.16, the currents u*e(gE) and u'*e(gE') are well-defined 
currents on MEIJ)E'. Also the forms e(gE) and e(gE') lift naturally to 
MEIJ)E'. 

Theorem 3.20. The followmg identities of currents hold 

e(gE$E') = e(gE')u* e(gE) + e(gE')6ME' 

(3.84) 
. ME$E 1 ME$E 1 ,o 
10 PMEuME'/PMEuME'" 

e(gEIJ)E') = e(gE)u'*e(gE') + e(gE)bME 
. MEI!JE 1 ME$E 1,o 
m PMEuME'/PMEuME'· 

Proof. Our Theorem can be given a direct proof by using formula 
(3.61) and by proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 2.7. We will instead 
use our previous results. Namely by Theorem 3.17, we know that 

(3.85) -( EIJ)E') _ Td( E$E')T-( E$E') . pMEI!JE' /PMEI!JE',o e g - g g m MEuME' MEuME'. 

and that corresponding equalities hold for the currents e(gE) and e(gE'). 
Also we have the obvious 

(3.86) 
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Finally, by Theorem 2.7, we know that 
(3.87) 

i'(gEU') =del (1- exp ( ~:)) q•'f(gE) + (Td- 1)(gE)'f(gE')6M"' 

. ME$E1 ME$E1 .o 
m PMEuME'/PMEuME'· 

Using (3.85)-(3.87), the first line of (3.84) follows. The second line is 
obvious by interchanging the roles of E and E'. 0 

Remark 3.21. Lets, s' be holomorphic sections of E, E' on M. Set 

M' = {x E M;s(x) = 0} 

M' = {x E M;s'(x) = 0}. 

Assume that s, s' both verify the assumptions of Remark 3.5 and that M' 
and M' intersect transversally. Then the section s" = ( s, s') of E $ E' also 
verifies the assumptions of Remark 3.5. Set M" = M' n M'. From (3.84), 
we deduce 
(3.88) 

II* - E(f)E' E' * - E I* - E' . M M 0 s e(g ) = e(g )s ( e(g )) + s ( e(g ) )6 M' m P M'uM,f P M;uif'" 

(j) The arithmetic Euler class. We first recall some definitions from 
(GSl] and (GS2]. Let (A,~. F00 ) be an arithmetic ring i.e. A is an excellent 
regular noetherian integral domain, ~ a finite nonempty set of monomor
phisms u: A -+ C, and F00 a conjugate linear involution of the C-algebra 
ClJ which fixes A (embedded diagonally into ClJ). 

Let X be an arithmetic variety over A, i.e. a regular quasi-projective 
flat scheme over Spec A. Denote by Xu = X ®u C the complex variety 
obtained by extending scalars from A to C by u E ~. and by X 00 the 
analytic space Xoo = iluei: Xu( C). 

For any integer p 2:: 0, let APP(XR) (resp. VPP(XR)) be the real vec
tor space of real forms (resp. currents) a of type (p,p) on Xoo such that 
F~(a) = (-l)Pa. We also introduce the quotient spaces 

(3.89) 
APP(XR) = APP(XR)/(Ima +1mB) 

i)PP(XR) = VPP(XR)/(Ima + ImB). 

Let now XP be the set of points of codimension p of the scheme X and 
ZP(X) the group of codimension p cycles on X, i.e. the free abelian group 
generated by XP. Given Z E ZP(X), let Z00 be the analytic cycle on Xoo 
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attached to Z, and 6z E 1JPP(Xa) the current given by integration on Z00 : 

if Z = La naZa, with Za C X and na E Z, for any smooth form w on 
Xoo, 

(3.90) 

A Green current for Z E ZP(X) is an element g E i)p-l,p-l(XR) such 
that 

-ddcg = 6z- w, 

with w a smooth form (here, as usual, d = {) + fJ and de=({)- fJ)/(4i11')). 
The pair (Z, g) is called an anthmetac cycle. The arithmetic Chow group 
CfiP (X) is the group generated by codimension p arithmetic cycles with 
the relation (div(f), -Log l/12) = 0, for every nonzero rational function 
f on a closed irreducible subscheme Y of codimension p- 1 on X, where 
log 1!12 is the current defined by the formula 

(3.91) 

y~-& denoting the smooth locus of Y 00 • We refer to [GSl) for the study of 
these groups. Let 

CH(X) = EfJCH(X). 
p?;O 

IfF is the fraction field of A, XF = X® F the generic fiber of X and 
A 

CHj(X) the Chow group of X with support in special fibers, we may view 
-P CH (X) as a subquotient of 

(see [GSl]). 
Now let (E, h) be an Hermitzan vector bundle on X, i.e. E is an alge

braic vector bundle on X and h is an Hermitian metric on the holomorphic 
vector bundle E00 on Xoo. attached to E; furthermore h is invariant by 
F 00 • Let r be the rank of E and <I>(T1, ... , Tr) a symmetric polynomial in 
r variables with coefficients in a ring B. In [GS2) a characteristic class 

~(E,h) E Cii(X)B = CH(X)(g)B 
l 
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is defined. In particular we get Chern classes cp(E, h) E CJI (X) where 
Cp (T1, ... , Tr) is the p-th elementary symmetric polynomial. 

Even if E is generated by its global sections, we do not know in general 
an explicit arithmetic cycle representing ~(E, h) (see [GS2], §5). However, 
we shall give below a description of the Euler class (i.e. the top Chern 

-r 
class) cr(E, h) E CH (X). 

For this, let us assume we are given an algebraic section s of E over X 
which satisfies over Xoo the conditions of Remark 3.5. Call Zp E zr(XF) 
the zero set of s on the generic fiber. Using Remark 3.16 we see that 
g = -s~(e(h)) is a Green current for Zp. On the other hand, viewing 
s as a morphism from X to the total space XE of E, we may consider 
e1 = s*([X]) E CH'j(X), where [X) E CHj(XE) is the part of the zero 
section supported on special fibers. The triple ( e 1, Z F, g) defines a class 

-r 
e(E, h) inCH (X). 

Theorem 3.22. Under the above hypotheses, 

(3.92) 
-r 

e(E, h)= cr(E, h) inCH (X). 

Proof. Let ho, h1 be two Hermitian metrics on E. We will first prove 
that 

(3.93) e(E, ho)- e(E, hi)= cr(E, ho)- cr(E, hi). 

Let e(h0 , hi) E .Jr-l,r- 1(Xa) be the Bott-Chern class of forms con
structed in [BGSl] associated with the polynomial e(A) = det(A) and the 
metrics ho and h1 • In particular, we know that 

2
8.8 e(ho, hi) = e(hl)- e(ho). 

l71' 

Let X E be the total space of E. Let p be the projection X E --+ X. 
By Theorem 3.19, we know that 

(3.94) 

By using Remark 3.5, we get from (3.94) 

By using [GS2, Theorem 4.8), we obtain (3.93). 
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We now prove that e( E, h) does not depend on the choice of s. On 
xE, the element e(p• E, p*h) of CH(XE) is the class of the arithmetic 
cycle (s0(X), -e(h)). Using (3.93) we shall prove in 4e) below that 

(3.95) 

where s0 on CH is defined as in [GS1). Therefore we conclude that 

e(E,h) = s*(e(p*E,p*h)) = s~(e(p*E,p*h)) 

does not depend on the choice of s. The definition of the class e(E, h) = 
s0(e(p* E,p*h)) makes sense for any Hermitian vector bundle (E,h) on X 
(without assuming that E has a good global section). We shall see that 
this class e(E, h) has the same properties as cr(E, h) ([GS2, par. 4]). 

Property 1: the class e(E, h) is functorial. That is, given a morphism 
f: Y-+ X of arithmetic varieties, 

f*e(E,h) = e(f*E,f*h). 

To see that, we first consider the commutative diagram 

yf"(E) 

1 1 
y I 

---+ X 

so that we may replace f by j. The functoriality follows from the formula 
for e in Theorem 3.15. 

Property 2: e(E, h) is multiplicative under direct sum. Let (E, h) 
and ( E', h') be two hermitian vector bundles on X, and ( E E9 E', h E9 h') 
their orthogonal direct sum. Then e(E E9 E', h E9 h') = e(E, h)e(E' I h') in 
CH(X). By the definition of the product in CH (see [GS1]) this follows 
from Remark 3.21. 

Property 3: The image of e(E,h) into the (classical) Chow group 
CHr(X) is the Euler class of E. This is clear since it is given as the 
self-intersection of X in X E. 

---.r 
Property 4: Let w:CH -+ Nr(XR) be the map sending the class of 

{Z, g) to the smooth form Oz + ddcg. Then w(e(E, h)) = e(E, h) is the 
Euler form of (E, h). Indeed, this follows from (3.64). 
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Property 5: When (L, h) is an Hermitian line bundle, e(L, h) = 
s(i(div(y), -Log IYI2 ), where y is the tautological section of p* Lon XL. 
This follows from (3.67) and the definition of e given above. 

From [GS2] we know that cr(E,h) enjoys also the properties 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5. From this we shall conclude that e(E, h)= cr(E, h). Since X has ample 
line bundles, any bundle on X is the pull-back of a bundle on the product 
of a Grassmannian by a projective space over A, hence, using Property 1, 
we may assume that X is a complete variety. Let then 

Since X00 is Kahler, this group is the subspace of the real cohomology of 
X 00 of degree (r- 1, r- 1) where F::C, is ( -lt- 1. We define a map 

by sending the element 7J to the class of (0, 7J). From Properties 3 and 4 
and the exact sequence of [GSl, Theorem 3.3.5] we conclude that 

6(E) = e(E, h)- cr(E, h) 

lies in the image of a. 
Let 

0--+S-+E-+Q-+0 

be an exact sequence of vector bundles on X with metrics h', h, h" respec
tively. We shall prove that 

(3.96) b(E) = b(S) + b(Q). 

From Property 2 we know that (3.96) holds when (E, h) is the orthogonal 
direct sum of (S, h') with (Q, h"). In general, on X x P1 there is an Her
mitian vector bundle (E, h) whose restriction to X x {0} (resp. X x {oo}) 
is (E,h) (resp. (S,h') ED (Q,h")) (see [BGSl, Theorem 1.29]). Since the 
restriction maps i(i and i~ from Hr- 1,r- 1 ((X x P1 )oo) to Hr- 1,r- 1(Xoo) 
coincide, we get 

6(E) = 6((S, h') ED (Q, h")) = 6(S) + 6(Q). 

In particular o(E) does not depend on h. 

(6) From Property 5 we know that o(E) = 0 when E has rank one. By 
induction on the rank of Ewe shall conclude that 6(E) = 0. Indeed let P(E) 
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be the projective space of E and p: P(E) -+ X the projection. Since p" is 
injective on CH(X) ((GS2)3) we just need to check that p*(6(E)) = 6(p* E) 
vanishes. Using the standard exact sequence 

0-+ S-+ p" E-+ 0(1) -+ 0 

we get 6(p" E) = 6(0(1)) + 6(S) = 0 by induction hypothesis. This con
cludes the proof of Theorem 3.22. 0 

4. Deformation to the normal cone 

In this paragraph we study the deformation W to the normal cone of 
a closed immersion i: Y -+ X of complex manifolds. This construction is 
due to MacPherson (BaFM). The variety W maps onto P1 and all its fibers 
Wt, t E P1, except the fiber at infinity, are isomorphic to X. We prove in 
Theorem 4.8 that, given a bundle 1J on Y and a resolution e of i,.TJ on X, 
there exists a complex (of bundles on W such that ( restricted to W0 = X 
is e and (restricted to P(N EfJ C) C W00 (where N is the normal bundle 
to Y in X) maps onto the Koszul resolution of the direct image of TJ, with 
acyclic kernel. We then show in Theorem 4.11 how T(h{), for appropriate 
choices of metrics, relates to the singular Bott-Chern current T(h() and 
an Euler-Green current e(g8 " ). In e) we use deformation to the normal 
cone to end the proof of (3.95), which had been delayed in the previous 
paragraph. Finally, with Theorem 4.13, we get a version of an arithmetic 
Riemann-Roch-Grothendieck Theorem for immersions. The proof relies 
upon essentially all our previous results. 

(a) Projective bundles and K oszul complexes. This section and the 
next one is a brief review of material from (SGA6), (Ha), and (BaFM]. If 
Y C X is a closed imbedding of complex manifolds we write Iytx for the 
sheaf of ideals of Y in X; if Y is a divisor we also write Ox( -Y). Note 
that Ox(nY) = Ox( -Y)®-n, that Ox is a subsheaf of Ox(Y), and that 
Ox C Ox(Y) canonically. 

The conormal sheaf N;1x ~ Iy;x/I~/X is the dual of the sheaf of 
sections of the normal bundle NY/X. (Here we follow (Ha] rather than 
[SGA6).) Note also N;1x ~ i"IY/X where i: Y-+ X is the inclusion. More 
generally, if Y is a submanifold of X, there is an isomorphism 

of sheaves on Y [SGA6]. 
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If p: E -+ X is a vector bundle with sheaf of holomorphic sections £, 
there is a canonical homomorphism t:p•t:•-+ OE dual to the tautological 
section of p• E. This homomorphism vanishes along the zero sections: X -+ 
E, and the associated Koszul complex I<(t) = (A'p"£*) is a resolution of 
s.Ox. If cp: V-+ 0 x is a homomorphism with V locally free, the differential 
in the associated Koszul complex I<(cp) shall be 

cff:AiV-+ Ai-tv 
I 

i 

e1 A··· A ei-+ :~:) -l)k-1cp(ek)el A .. · A ek A .. · A ei 
k=l 

so that the chain map elf is interior multiplication by cp. 
Let P = P(E $C). This parametrizes lines in E $Cor, equivalently, 

rank one quotients of£*$ 0 x. On P we have the universal exact sequence: 

0 -+1l-+ f/ £*ED Op -+ Op(l) -+ 0 

(p: P(EEDC)-+ X is the projection). P(E) embeds as a divisor in P(E$C), 
given by the vanishing of the map Op -+ Op(l) induced by the inclusion 
Op c p*&• ED Op. 

Equivalently, P(E) is the locus on which Op C 1l. The complement 
ofP(E) is canonically isomorphic toE, since a line L C E$C which maps 
surjectively to C is equivalent to a homomorphism C -+ E. Specifically a 
homomorphism l: C-+ E determines an injective homomorphism e: C -+ 
E $ C, by i(x) = {l(x), x) i.e. we embed E C P(E $C) by~-+(~, 1). 

The map 0: 1{ -+ p• £* induced by the projection from f/ £" $0 p is an 
isomorphism onE, and if, onE, we compose o- 1 with the homomorphism 
induced by minus the second projection, we obtain £. Let cp: 1t -+ Op be 
the homomorphism induced by minus the projection p* £* $ 0 p -+ 0 p. 

Since it is surjective on P(E) and equal to £ on E, the associated Koszul 
complex I<(cp) is a resolution of s.Ox, where s: X-+ E C P(E $C) is the 
zero section. 

(b) Deformation to the normal bundle. Let i: Y -+ X be a closed em
bedding of complex manifolds. We suppose that Y is of pure codimension 
n in X. 

Let W = Wy; x be the blow up of X x P1 along Y x { oo}. Since Y and 
X x P1 are manifolds, W is itself a manifold. The map 1r: W -+ X x P1 is 
an isomorphism away from Y x { oo}; we shall write P for the exceptional 
divisor in W of the blow up. Recall that 
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Since NYx{oo}/XxPl ~ pyNY/X (f)p~NooJP1 1 where py:Y X {oo}-+ Y and 
p00 :Y x {oo}-+ {oo} are the projections, we may also write 

Note that the bundle N oo/P'• while trivial, is not canonically trivial. Hence 
Pis the projective completion ofNyJx®N~jp1 with divisor at oo,P(NYJX® 

N;,}pl) ~ P(NYJX)· 
The map qw : W -+ P1 , obtained by composing 1r with the projection 

q:X x P1 -+ P1, is flat, and for z E P1: 

q-l(z)= {X _ z=f:oo 
PUX z=oo. 

I 

Here X is the blow up of X along Y, and P n X is the divisor at oo on P, 
identified with the exceptional divisor on X. 

We shall use the following notations: 

p 

7rp 1 
Y x {oo} 

i:Y-+X 

ioo 
--+ 

W = 1r- 1(oo) = P u.X. 
q:X X pl-+ pl 

qw = q. 7r, 

p:X x P 1 -x 
Pw = P · 1r, 

w 

X X P1 

the projection, 

the projection, 

qy:Y X pl-+ pl 
py:Y X P1 -+ Y 

the natural projections 
the natural projections 

Note that the proper transform of Y x P1 C X x P1 is isomorphic toY x P1 . 

We write 
j:Y X P1 -+ W 

for the induced map. 

(e) Deformation of resolutions. Now suppose that 71 is a locally free 
sheaf on y and that e -+ i. 71 is a resolution of 71 by a bounded complex of 
locally free sheaves on X. We shall deform e through a complex { on W to 
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a Koszul type resolution of s.TJ on P, where s:Y--+ NY/X ®N;,/P 1 C Pis 
the zero section. 

First observe that there is an exact sequence of sheaves on P1 : 

(4.3) 

Hence if we write l<00 for the complex Op1(-oo) --+ Op1, with Op1 in 
degree zero, p* ~ ® q• /{ 00 is a resolution of i 00 • TJ· Let us write g = 11'*(p* ~ ® 
q• I< 00 ) which is a bounded complex of locally free sheaves on W. 

Lemma 4.1. Let 1-l be the locally free sheaf on P which is the kernel 
of the map 

Then 

Proof. This follows immediately from [SGA6, exp. VII, lemma 3.2]. 
0 

The sheaves f. ( AP?-£ ®o P 11'; TJ) are locally direct sums of copies of f. 0 p 

hence, since P is a divisor in W, they are locally of projective dimension 
one. Therefore if 

a:£ --+ f. (AP?-£ ®o P 11'pTJ) 

is an epimorphism, with £ a locally free Ow- module the kernel of a is 
again locally free. It follows, by induction on i ~ 0, that Ker(df) is a 
locally free sheaf on W. 

Definition 4.2. Fori~ 0, {;is the locally free Ow module ker(df)0ow 
Ow(ioo). Here Ow(oo) = qwOpt(oo) and Ow(ioo) = Ow(oo)®• contains 
Ow naturally as a subsheaf. 

Observe that t;;; ~ Pw~i EB Pw~•-1( -oo), and that df(x, y) = (df(x) + 
(-l)iy, df_ 1(y)), where we identify y E Pwei-1(-oo) with its image in 
Pw~i under the natural inclusion. The projection t;;; --+~;identifies Ker(df) 
with the subsheaf of Pw<; consisting of those sections x such that dx lies in 
Pw~i-1( -oo). Hence e; is isomorphic to the fibre product of the diagram: 

e; --+ Pw~i-1((i- l)oo) 
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Remark. (i) (i contains Pw~i as a subsheaf, the inclusion being induced 
by the "graph" map 

Pw~i- Pw~i(ioo) EB Pwei-l((i- l)oo) 

z--+ (z, ( -l)iclf(z)). 

Clearly (dw-wco = PweiiW-Wco· 
(ii) There is an epimorphism of locally free 0 p modules J* (i --+ Ai ('H.® 

11"pT] ® f*Ow(oo)). 
(iii) There is an exact sequence 

(4.4) o--+ Ker(pwdf)(ioo)--+ (,--+ Im(pwcif)((i- l)oo) --+ o. 

Lemma 4.3. The differential Pwdi=Pwei--+ Pw~i-1 extends to a ho

momorphism df; (i --+ (,_1 which makes((., d!) a complex of Ow modules. 

Proof. Pw d, extends trivially to the homomorphism 

Pwd, ® Idow(soo):Pive.(ioo)--+ Pwea-1(ioo). 

By definition this homomorphism, restricted to t., has image lying in 
Pwei-1((i-l)oo). Since cft2 = 0, the image is contained in t,_ 1 c Piv((i-

l)oo). Since aflw-woo = Pw(d;), df2 vanishes on W- Woo and hence on 
w. 0 

Remark 4.4. The construction of the complex t. = (t., /.) is local on 
X and is compa.tible with finite sums since both twisting by Ow ( oo) and 
fibre products are local operations compatible with finite sums. 

Lemma 4.5. If{. is acyclic (i.e. T7::: 0 or Y zs empty), then t. is the 
pullback, vza 1r, of a complex on X x P1 whzch becomes splzt acyclic when 
restricted to X x { oo}. 

Proof. If e. is acyclic, then 

0--+ Im(d,+t)--+ ei --+ Im(di)--+ 0 

is an exact sequence of locally free sheaves. Hence the fibre product of the 
diagram 

d, 
~ 

q*lm(di)( -oo) 

1 
q*Im(di) 
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is already locally free on X x P1, and is preserved under 11"w. As discussed 
in [BGSl, Theorem 1.29] this pullback has the property that over X x { oo} 
it splits as the direct sum q*Im(d;+l) EEl q*Im(d;){-oo). 0 

Corollary 4.6. If U =X- Y, the restriction of [to U x P 1 C W 
restricts to a split acyclic complex on U x { oo} C X C W 00 • 

Since j.OvxP' and Ow"" are Tor independent, the formation of [ 
commutes with restriction toy X P1 c w. The restriction of e. toy has 
locally free homology: 

1-lp(i*~,) = Tor~x(Oy,1J) 

~ Tor~ x ( Ov, Oy) 0oy 1J 

~ AP .N;,1x 0oy 1J. 

Hence i*~, breaks up into short exact sequences of locally free sheaves: 

0 _..... Z; _..... i* ~~ ---+ 8; _..... 0 

0 _..... 8i+1- Z, _..... 1-l,(i•€,)- 0. 

Therefore [,IYxP' is obtained by pulling back the extension (or rather 
its inverse image under py) by the inclusion B;( -oo) - B, and twisting 
by O(ioo). On restricting toY x {oo} C Y x P1 , we find that, since 
Op,(oo)loo ~ .Noo/P'' 

(4.5) 

The differential d[ restricts to the map d,:(x,y)- (r;(y),O), where 

8 10..Ni-1 zi-1 /O>..Ni-1 
/;: i '<Y oo/P' _..... t-1 '<Y oofP' 

is the natural inclusion. If we set C equal to the split acyclic complex with: 

(4.6) 

with differential d;(x,y) = (y, 0), then there is an obvious inclusion C, ---+ 

[iy { } with cokernel the direct sum EB H;(i*~,) 0 .N~/P' viewed as a 
X oo i>O 

complex with zero differentials. Hence w~ have an exact sequence: 

(4.7) 0---+ C, _..... [lvx{oo}- Ef7A;(.Nvtx 0.Noo/P') 0oy 1J---+ 0. 
i;?:O 
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Suppose that i: Y ~ X is defined by equations Xt = ... = Xn = 0 with 
the Xj part of a system of coordinates on X. Let e. = I<.(~) be the 
Koszul complex associated to the map Ox ~Ox sending Q to Q • ~. where 
*-. = ( x 1 , ... , Xn). Then I<,(*-.) is a resolution of i. Oy. On W we have an 
epimorphism 

Ow EI1 Ow(-oo) ~ Ow(-P) 
(g_, b) ~ g_ • ~ + b. 

Since Ow (-P) is invertible, the kernel I of this map is a locally free sheaf. 

Lemma 4. 7. There is a canon a cal ISOmorphism of complexes e. ~ 
/{ • ( cp) where cp: p:UI( oo) ~ Ow is the map induced by minus the projection 
map Ow EI10w(-oo) ~ Ow(-oo). Furthermore 

(i) e.l.x is split acyclic. 
(ii) (,IN ~N-' zs the tautological Koszul complex. 

Y/XVY oo/PCP 

(iii) e. is a resolution of j.OYxP'· 

Proof. The complex Pwe• 0 I<C: is the Koszul complex associated 
to the map of sheaves Ow EI1 Ow ( -oo) ~ Ow induced by the inclusion 
Ow (-P) C Ow. Hence the Koszul differential 

A'(Ow EI1 Ow(-oo)) ~ A'- 1(0w EB Ow(-oo)) 

is the composition of the canonical map 

A'(Ow EB Ow(-oo)) ___. Ai- 1 (0w EB Ow(-P)) 

which has kernel A*I, the injective multiplication map 

A'- 1(I) 0 Ow( -P) ___. A'- 1(1) 

and the natural inclusion 

A'- 1(I) ___. Ai-1(0w EI1 Ow( -oo)). 

Hence the inclusion A'(I) ~ A'(Ow EI1 Ow( -oo)) identifies A'(I) with 
Ker(df) and therefore, equivalently, identifies Ai(I(oo)) with ei· 

Minus the projection OwEI10w( -oo) ~Ow( -oo) induces a surjective 
map Ow(-oo) EI1 Ow___. Ow and hence a map I(oo) ~Ow. There is an 
induced map between Koszul complexes A'(I(oo)) ___. A'(Ow(oo) EI1 Ow) 
which gives a commutative diagram 

A;(Oiv) = ~; - A'(I(oo)) - A'(Oiv(oo) $Ow) == A'(Oiv(oo)) $ A'- 1(0iv(oo)) 

1 1 1 
A'- 1(0iv) == ~.-,,- A'- 1(I(oo))- A'- 1(0iv(oo) $Ow)= A'- 1(0iv(oo)) $ A'-2(0iv(oo)) 
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a (a,(-l)id;(a)) 

1 1 
da (d;(a),O) 

(n.b. The Koszul differential induced by minus the projection Ow ( oo )$ 
Ow - Ow is e1 A .. ·A e; + e1 A .. ·A e;-1 A I - ( -l)i-2 I e1 A .. ·A ei-1 
for e1, .. . ,en E Ow(oo) and IE Ow. 

We turn now to items (i), (ii), and (iii). 
Observe that Ow(-P) ® Ow(-oo) = Ow(X), so that we have an 

exact sequence 

(4.8) o -I(oo)- Ow(oo) $Ow- Ow(X)- o. 
Hence if we restrict to X, the map Ow1.x C (Ow ( oo) $ Ow) l.x to 
Ow(X)I.x vanishes. Therefore, on restricting to X,I(oo) splits as a direct 
sum 

I(oo)!.x =It$ Og C Ow(ootlx $ Og. 
The Koszul complex associated to I(oo) - Ow therefore restricts to the 
Koszul complex for minus the projection I1 $ Og - Og, which is split 
acyclic. 

Turning to (ii) observe that on P = P(NY/X ® N;,ip1 $ C),I(oo) 
restricts to the kernel of the map 

1rj,(N¥1x ®NoofPl) $ Op- Op(X n P) 

i.e. to the analogue of the locally free sheaf 1l of Lemma 4.1; ( ii) now follows 
from the discussion of loc.cit. 

Finally, to prove (iii), we need only show that the map{. - j.Oyxpl, 
induced by the map {o = Ow --+ j.OrxP•, is a quasi-isomorphism of 
complexes. We know that f•lw-woo = Pwe• is a resolution of j.Oyxc, 
and we know that e.lx is acyclic; it suffices therefore to verify (iii) in a 
neighbourhood U of Y x {oo} C W. If we choose a local equation t = 0 
for oo in P1 , then Xt = ... = Xn = t = 0 is a local system of equations 
for Y x { oo} C X x P1. Hence 1 is isomorphic to the kernel of map 
ow+l- Ow sending (al, ... ,an, b) to E~=l a;:c;+bt. We can choose u so 
that T, ... , :r-, t is part of a system of coordinates on U, with Y x P1 C U 
given by the equations T = ... = :r- = 0. (This is a part of the standard 
description of coordinates on a blow up.) The locally free sheaf I(oo) is 
the kernel of the map 

0~+ 1 - Ow 
n 

(a1, ... , an, b) -t L:::aixi/t +b. 
i=1 
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Therefore the map Ow -+ Ow+ 1 sending ( a1, ... , an) to ( a1, ... , an, 
- '£aixdt)) is an isomorphism onto I(oo). Composing with minus the 

projection OW" 1 = Ow $ Ow -+ Ow, we identify the Koszul complex 
A'I(oo) with the Koszul complex K,(!(-, ... ,~), which is a resolution of 
j.Oyxpl. 0 

We return now to the general case of a resolution e, -+ i.TJ. Note that 
there is a natural map to-+ i•TJ· 

Theorem 4.8. 
(1) t. ts a resolution of j.pyTJ. 
(2) t•lx is split acyclic. 
(3) There is a natural exact sequence of complexes of locally free sheaves 

on P: 

(4.9) 

where K,(<p) is the Koszul complex on P = P(Nvtx®N~}pt$C) descnbed 
m a), and£, zs the splzt acyclzc complex descnbed m (4.6). 

Proof. (1) is a local question on X, so we may suppose that e. = 
(,$(K,(.~)®V) where(, is acyclic, K,(~) is the Koszul complex associated 
to equations x1 = ... = Xn = 0 of Y .!;:_X and V is locally free on X such 
that j*V ~ '1· Then .f. ~ (. $ I<.(~) 0 Pw V. By Lemma 4.5, (. is 

acyclic. By Lemma 4.7 I<,(~) is a resolution of j.OvxPI, and hence l, 
is a resolution of OvxPt ® Pw V ~ j.(pyTJ), thus proving part (1). Next, 
observe that by (,!woo is split acyclic, and hence (,lx is split acyclic too, 

while K,(x 1~., xn)l.x is split acyclic by part (i) ofLemma.4.7. Hence (.lx 
is split acyclic, at least locally on X. However llx -XnP is split acyclic by 
Lemma 4.5, and the local splittings described above are compatible with 
this splitting, and hence uniquely determined, and patch together into a 
global splitting. 

Finally, to prove (iii), we start by observing that by Remark 4.2 (ii), 
there is an epimorphism of locally free sheaves on P: 

Here 1{ is the kernel of the map NY/ X® Noo/PI $ Op -+ Op(X). In 
order to show that this map is compatible with differentials, we can work 
locally on X, and write e. = (, $ (K,(~) ® V) as above. Then J*(t) := 
/*(() $ /* K,(~) ® 1rpTJ, and since (is acyclic, the map c factors through 
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the projectio~nto the second factor in the direct sum. But by Lemma 4.7, 
the map/* I<,(~)®?rpTJ-+ A*(1i)®7rj.(TJ) is an isomorphism of complexes. 
Hence c is a map of complexes, and its kernel is, locally on X, (.IP' There 
is a map of complexes /*1r'P71-+ /* (t. ®(Ow -+ Ow{oo))) given by the 
inclusions 

It suffices to show that the image of this map is contained in e., and 
equals the kernel of c. Again this is a local question, and writing, as usual, 
e.~(, ED (Koo(~) ® V), we see that£, ~ (IYx{oo} = Ker cas desired. The 

complex e. on w constructed above coincides (if TJ '{:. 0) with the complex 
obtained by MacPherson's Grassmannian graph construction, which is de
scribed in [BaFM]. In [BaFM] it is shown that the parameter space for the 
Grassmannian graph construction applied to e. is locally isomorphic to W. 
It then follows from the fact that the map from the Grassman bundle to 
X x P 1 is separated, that the two constructions are globally isomorphic. 

0 

Lemma 4.9. The normal bundle of Y x P 1 , m W, 

Proof. (This also follows directly from description )I[• as Ifi2 ; see 
1.1). 

Let{, -+ i.Oy be a resolution; then 

and by the discussion after Corollary 4.6 

•• ,. '•o ( ) ~ Py.IVY/X ® qy pl 00 . 0 

Remark 4.10. All the results of a), b), c) remain valid for arithmetic 
varieties over any base instead of the complex numbers. 

(d) Bott-Chern currents and deformation to the normal cone. We 
keep the notations of the previous paragraph, except that we denote by 
N = NY/X the normal bundle of Y in X, and by N' = NYxP•Jw the 
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normal bundle of Y x P 1 in W. We also call tp the projection pw: W-+ X, 
and 1/J = 71' p: P -+ Y its restriction to P. 

We now put· metrics on the bundles considered so far: We fix metrics 
gN g" on N, 7J, and M on e. We assume that h~ satisfies assumption (A) 
with respect to gN, g". 

On Opt ( -oo) we put the standard metric, and on N' the metric gN' 
coming from the isomorphism of Lemma 4.9. 

One we choose a metric h( which satisfies assumption (A) with tespect 
to g" and gN', whose restriction to W0 = X x {0} coincides with M, and 
whose restriction to the blow up X C W 00 of X along Y is split acyclic 
(these assumptions are compatible since (e, h) satisfies assumption (A) and 
X does not meet Y x {oo}). 

On the bundle H on P whose sheaf of sections is 1l, we put the metric 
gH induced from its inclusion into t/J*(N;1x $N~/P 1 ) (see Lemma 4.1). 
Note that H restricted to Y is isometric to N•. Let u be the canonical 
section of H• and u• ( e(gH•)) the corresponding Euler-Green current on P 
(see Remark 3.16). 

For each j ~ 0 consider the exact sequence of sheaves 

defined in Theorem 4.8 (3). On the bundle Lj corresponding to 

we put the orthogonal direct sum of the induced metrics, so that the com
plex L. attached to £. becomes split acyclic as a complex of Hermitian 
holomorphic vector bundles. On Kj(tp) = Ai H we put the metric induced 
from gH. Let gA' be the corresponding metric on the complex Aj. Then 
T(gA,) is a smooth current on P. 

Finally, let z be the standard coordinate on P1 and Loglzl2 the function 
on W obtained by pulling back Logjzj2 on P 1 via Pw: W -+ P 1 . Notice 
that Logjzj 2 is integrable on W, since near P(N) we have the equations 

(where Yi = 0 are local equations of Y in X and zo, ... , Ze are coordinates 
in N $ 1). Therefore 

(4.11) 
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is locally integrable. 

Theorem 4.11. Let C be the current defined by 
(4.12) 

C = T(hf) + cp. [Loglzl2ch(hf)] -1/1. [Td- 1(gH*) u*(e(gH*))]ch(g")oy 

+ 1/J. [f.(-1)iT(gA1 )]6y. 

Then C E P$. Furthermore the integral 1/J. [Td- 1(gH*)u*(e(gH*))] 
along the fibers of 1/1 is a smooth closed differential form on Y, whose co
homology class does not depend on the choice of the metric gN. 

Proof. By Theorem 1.9 the wave front set WF(T(hf)) in TJiW of 

the current T(hf) is included in N~*. Also the projection qw: W--+ P1 is a 
submersion near Y x P1 C W. In particular we deduce from (H, Theorem 
8.2.4] that 

By [H, Theorem 8.2.10], the product of currents Loglzi2T(hf) is well
defined, and we can use on this product the usual rules of differential 
calculus. In particular 

( 4.13) 

and so 

lies in pw.o. Using (2.16) and (4.11) (which is of special interest where qw 
is not a submersion), we find that 

(4.14) fJa I 12 -2. Log z = 6w0 - 6w00 • 

l7r 

It follows from our previous considerations on wave front sets that the 
restrictions of the current T(Hf) to Wo and W00 are well-defined. Also, 
by construction T(hf)lwo = T(hf). We deduce from Theorem 1.9 and 
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equations (4.13) and {4.14) that 
( 4.15) 

T(h{)6w0 - T(h()6woo- Loglzi2 (Td- 1 (gN')ch(g'~))6yxpt- ch(e)) 

= 2~ ((8 Loglzl2)T(h{)) + 2~ ((Loglzl 2 )BT(h{)) 
z~ z~ 

lies in P(!. Using Lemma 3.10, we find easily that, 

where R denotes the curvature of the holomorphic Hermitian connection 
on 0( -1). By integrating {4.15) along the fibers of cp: W-+ X and using 
(4.16), we find that 

We now calculate cp.(T(h()6w,,J. 
Let Au be the superconnection {1.10) associated with the chain com

plex of Hermitian vector bundles((, v). Let k be the imbedding W 00 --... W. 
Note that P(N) is of measure zero in W00 • Near P(N), Woo is the union 
of two smooth manifolds intersecting transversally along P(N). Therefore, 
if a is a smooth form on W, the form k* a is unambiguously defined on 
W\P(N), and defines an integrable current on W00 • Also, as a current on 
M, k* (a )6w"" is exactly the product of the currents a and 6w"". 

Note that Y is a submanifold of W00 • Also, by Section 4b) and our 
choice of metrics, the normal bundle toY in Woo coincides-as a holomor
phic Hermitian vector bundle-with N. 

For 0 < Re(s) < llet Cf'(s) be the current on W00 

(4.18) 
(f(s) = f~s) 1+oo u'-1 [k*Tr, (NH exp( -A~)] 

+ cp- 1 [(Td- 1)'(gN)ch(ry)]6y ]du. 

Note that since the forms Tr 8 [ N H exp(-A~)) decay exponentially fast 
as u --... +oo on compact subsets df W 00 \ Y, and in particular near P(N), 
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the arguments of [BGS4) can be used verbatim to prove the existence of 
(r(s). Furthermore this function of s extends holomorphically at s = 0. 
Let 

(4.19) 

We claim that 

(4.20) 

In fact, we can replace in both sides of ( 4.20) integration in u from 
0 to +oo by integration from 0 to T (0 < T < +oo), and then equality 
is an obvious consequence of the previous considerations. We now make 
T - +oo. Since by Theorem 1.9, the truncated integrals approximate 
T(h() in 'V~,.(W), and since multiplication by owoo maps continuously 

• 'V~,.(W) in 'V'(W), we obtain (4.20). . -
We claim that on Woo\ P the smooth current T00 (h~) vanishes iden-

tically. In fact, on Woo \ P the complex ([, v) splits as a holomorphic 
Hermitian complex. We can now use the argument of [BGS1, Corollary 
1.30). On W00 \ P we have 

-2 ( €)2 (4.21) Au= \1 + ulr 

Using (4.18) and (4.21), we find that on Woo\ P, (r(s) is the smooth 

form Tr, [Nn exp( -(vi)2)], which does not depend on s, so that 

T00 (h€) = 0 on Woo\ P. 
Therefore the support of the current T 00 (h() is included in the mani

fold P. More precisely the restriction of the current T 00 (hi) to the manifold 
P is exactly the singular current associated with the holomorphic complex 
[I P of Hermitian vector bundles, which provides a resolution of the direct 
image s. TJ of TJ by the immersion s: Y - P. We now consider T 00 (hi) as a 
current on P. 

By (4.9) we have on Pan exact sequence of complexes of sheaves 

o- 11'p.c.- rt ~ I<,(tp) ® 11'p7]- o 
where .Cis split acyclic, and c is a map of resolutions of s. 7]. The Hermitian 
metrics on K,(tp) ® 11'p7] and [both verify assumption (A) with respect to 
the same couple of metrics on Nand 7]. Finally, the holomorphic Hermitian 
complex L, defined from .C, splits. It now follows from Theorem 2.9 that 

m 

(4.22) ro<>(h€) = T(I<,(tp) ® 11'pTJ)- L(-l)iT(gA') in P: JP:·0 • 

j:O 
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By Theorem 3.17 we know that 

(4.23) T(I<,(<p) ® 1rpTJ)- Td- 1(gH'")u*(e(gH'")) ch(g'~) 

lies in .P:·0 • From (4.20), (4.22), (4.23) we deduce that 

IP• [T(hf)ow ""] = 1/J,. [Td- 1(gH'" )u* (e(gH'" ))) ch(g'~)oy 

( 4.24) 

Also 

(map z to 1/z). 

- 1/, [t,(-!)'T(gA')] 6y in Pf /~·0 . 

f Loglzl 2 R = 0 }pl 

The conormal bundle to Woo in W is well defined out of P(N). Near 
P(N), W is made of two smooth submanifolds intersecting transversally 
along P( N). On P( N), we define the co normal bundle to W 00 to be the 
union of the conormal bundles to these two submanifolds. 

Using [H, Theorem 8.2.13] and the fact that the map of <p can be 
expressed as the composition of an immersion and a submersion, we find 
that if w is a current on W 

WF(<p,.w) C {pETnY\{0}; <p*pE {O}UWF(w)}. 

Now by [H, Theorem 8.2.9), the wave front sets of the currents 
8(Loglzi2T(hi)) and Loglzi2BT(h{) are included in the sum of the conormal 
bundles to Woo and to Y X P 1 in W. Using the local form of the map <p 
given in the proof of Lemma 4.7 (iii), it is clear that 

w F(<p.a(Loglzi 2 )T(he)) c Nn 
WF(<p,.((Logizi 2 )BT(he))) C Nn. 

From ( 4.17), ( 4.24) and from the previous considerations, we find that C 
l . · pXO 1es m y' . 

We now prove that the form 1/J,. [Td- 1(gH'")u*(e(gH'"))] is closed. Let 
Q be the bundle of unitary frames in the vector bundle N. Then Q is a 
U(e)-principal bundle (e = codim(Y)) which we equip with the connection 
\lN. We equip ce with its canonical Hermitian metric. Then U(e) acts on 
ce and it also acts on P( ce $1) as a group of holomorphic transformations. 
One then immediately verifies that 

P = P(N $1) = Q Xu(e) P(Ce $1). 
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Also we can form on the single "fiber" P( ce $1) the holomorphic Hermitian 
vector bundle Ho, with a morphism <po:1l0 -+ OP(c•an) and the holomor
phic Hermitian Koszul chain complex AHo = K(<po). The group U(e) acts 
naturally on Ho as a group of holomorphic unitary transformations, which 
preserve the map <po. One has 

H = Q Xu(e) Ho 

and 
K(<p) = Q Xu(e) K(<po). 

The connection VN induces a connection on the fibration P -+ Y. In 
particular the curvature T of the fibration P -+ Y is obtained by lifting 
the action of (VN)2 on the fibers N toP; it is a two form on Y with values 
in vector fields along the fibers. 

The previous considerations show that T lifts to a two form T on Y 
with values in infinitesimal unitary transformations of H along the fibers. 
Let To be the horizontal part of T with respect to the connection VH. 
Then To is a two-form on Y with values in skew-adjoint endomorphisms of 
H, so that 

- H -T =-\IT +To. 

The connection VN induces a splitting 

TaP= ,P*TaY $ T.r P. 

Let R be the restriction of the curvature (VH)2 to vectors of T.r P. 
Then we find that 

i.e.: 

• on vectors of T.r P, (VH)2 coincides with R. 

• on horizontal vectors, (VH)2 coincides with T0 • 

• if U E t/1'* TaY, and V E T.r P, then (V'H)2(U, V) = 0. 

In the Chern-Weil formula for Td(gH), we now replace (VH)2 by R+ 
To. Similarly in the formula for e(gH), we also replace (VH)2 by R +To. 
Remember that To can be canonically expressed in terms of (Y'N)2. 

Let u0 be a unitary frame in N. We consider u0 as a linear isome
try from ce into N. Let U(e) be the Lie algebra of U(e). The previous 
considerations show that for A E U(e) there exists a smooth form w(A) on 
P(Ce $ 1) with the following properties: 

• the map A -+ JP(C•et) w(A) is ad-invariant. 
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• ,P,. (Td- 1(gH'" )u*(e(gH'"))j = fP(C•(f)l) w( u01(VN)2u0). 
Using the standard Chern-Weil theory, it is now clear that 

is a closed form. 
The fact that the cohomology class of tP• [Td- 1(gH'" )u*(e(gH'" ))) does 

not depend on the metric gH is now obtained by the usual argument in 
Chern-Weil theory. 

(e) Proof of (3.95). We use the notations from (3.95). In partic
ular X is an arithmetic variety, (E, h) an hermitian vector bundle over 
X, p: X E -+ X the canonical projection from its total space to X, and 
e(p* E,p*h) E Gil (XE) the Euler class defined before Theorem 3.22. Let 
s be an algebraic section of E such that the corresponding holomorphic 
section s00 satisfies the hypotheses of Remark 3.5. Using [GS1] and the 
fact that s is transverse to so(XF ), we get 

e(E,h) = s*(e(p* E,p*h)). 

We want to show that this class is also equal to 

1 s~(e(p* E,p*h)). 

Let E ED 1 be the direct sum on X of E with the trivial line bundle, 
and P(E ED 1) the associated projective space. Consider the map 

,P:X X A 1 -+XE 

sending (x,t) to (x,ts(x)). On X x {0} ,P coincides with s0 , and with son 
X x { 1}. The closure of the image of ,P in P( E ED 1) is the variety W studied 
in paragraph (b) above. Let H be the kernel of the map E* ED 1-+ 0(1) on 
P(E ED 1), endowed with the induced metric, and let a E Gil (W) be the 
restriction of e(H*). By the argument of [GS1, Theorem 4.4.5] (see also 
Lemma 4.12 below), and using the fact that the function Lo.gjz/{z - 1)12 

-r 
vanishes at infinity, we get the following equation inCH (X): 

(4.25) i~a- ira= -a(Pw• ((Logjzj(z- 1)j2e(H*))) 

where Pw is the projection from W to X, e(H'") is the Euler form of the 
dual of H, and i,:X- P(EED 1) maps X to (x,ts(x)) ExEc P(EED 1). 
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When restricted to X E, the bundle H* becomes isomorphic to p* E, 
and its canonical section becomes the tautological section of p* E, but its 
metric is not p* h. Let Cr be the corresponding Bott-Chern class. From 
(3.93) we get 

(4.26) ·• ·• ( * *)( .( *E *h) - ) t 0a- t 1a = s0 - s e p ,p + Cr • 

On the other hand, the restriction f3 of cr(H*) to W satisfies 

(4.27) i~/3- i'j/3 = -a(pw·(Loglz/(z- lWe(H*)) 

by the same argument as above, since e(H*) is the r-th Chern form of H*. 
We also have 

(4.28) i~/3- i'j/3 = (s~- s*)(cr(P* E,p* h)+ Cr ). 

But the functoriality of Cr implies 

(4.29) (s~- s*)(cr(P* E,p*h)) = cr(E, h)- cr(E, h)= 0. 

Using (4.25), (4.26), (4.27), (4.28), (4.29) we conclude that (3.95) 
holds. 0 

(f) Immerszons and the arithmetic Chern character. 

1. Let (A, :E, F00 ) be an arithmetic ring as in 3 j) and 

i 
y ~ X 

~/ 
B 

a diagram of morphisms between arithmetic varieties over A. We assume 
that the morphisms f and g are smooth and projective, and that i is a 
closed immersion. Let 7J be an Hermitian vector bundle on Y and 

a resolution of its direct image on X. We choose a metric on the normal 
bundle N toY in X and a metric on~ such that hypothesis (A) is satisfied. 

Let <p: W -+ X be the deformation of i to the normal cone, j: Y x 
P1 -+ W the immersion extending i, py: Y x P1 -+ Y the first projection, 
ij = p¥(17) and e.-+ j.ij a metrized resolution such that, on W0 = qi:\}(0), 
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(. coincides with ~. (we denote by qw: W --+ P1 the projection). We 
also assume that the metric on ( is compatible with the metric on the 
normal bundle N(-1) ofY x P1 in Was in 4d). As we saw in 4b) above, 
Woo = q»}(oo) has two components, the blow up X of X along Y and 
the projective space P = P(N $ 1) over Y. Let tf;: P(N $ 1) -+ Y be 
the projection and ~00 the restriction of (. on P. We also assume that 
(. restricted to X is split acyclic as complex of hermitian vector bundles 
[BGS1]. We shall consider the Chern character 

di({.) = 2)-!)P"Ji({p) 
p~O 

in CH(W)Q [GS2]. 
Let a:A(XR)--+ CH(X) and w = CH(X)--+ A(XR) be defined as in 

the proof of Theorem 3.22. Finally let ch(hf) be the Chern character of(. 
and 

f3 = [ ch(ht)Loglzl2 

lw1x 
its integral against the integrable function Loglzl2 (defined via qw: W--+ 
P1 ). We view f3 as a current in V(XR)· 

We refer to [GSl] for the definition of/. and i* on CJ.i. 

Lemma 4.12. For any a E CH(X), the following identity holds: 

/. (di(e.)a) =g. (.,P.(di(eoo))i*(a)) + af.(f3w(a)). 

Proof. The proof below will imply that ddc f. (f3w( a)) is smooth, hence 
the current /.({3w(a)) lies in A(BR) and its image by a makes sense. 

Let us represent di((.) by an arithmetic cycle (Z,g). Since(. is acyclic 
outside Y x P1 we may assume (up to linear equivalence) that Z is supported 
onYx P1 , and moreover that z, = pY(T) + S x {1}, with SandT two 
cycles on Y. 

By definition of CJ.i* (W) we have iliv(z) = (div(z), -Loglzl2) = 0 in 
this group. Therefore 

(4.30) 

Now di( {.)fur( z) is the class of 

{4.31) 
(Z,g)(div(z), -Loglzl2) = (T x {0}- T x {oo}, 
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since S x {1} does not meet div(z) = W0 - Woo- On the blow-up X of X 
along y the restriction of e. is split acyclic, therefore we may assume that 
gji = 0. Using (4.30) and (4.31) we get 

0 = f. cp. (~( {, )iliv( z )a) 

=f. (~({,)o)- g,. (,p,.(d;(eoo)))i"(o)- f,.cp. (0, ch(h{)Loglzl2w(a)) 

and we get the lemma since, by definition, 

0 

Let now Td(N) E CH(Y)Q be the Todd class of the normal bundle 

toY in X (defined in [GS2]; fd is not to be confused with the arithmetic 
Todd genus TdA of [GS3]). 

Theorem 4.13. For any a in CH(X), the following identity holds in 

CH(B)Q 

f. (~(e,)a) = g,. (Td(N)- 1d;(1J)i*(a))- af,. (T(h{)w(a)). 

Proof. From Lemma 4.12, we have 

(4.32) f,. (~(e.)a) = g,. (,P.(~(eoo)i"(o))) + af,.(f3w(a)). 

From Theorem 4.11 

- f,.((Jw(a)) = /. (T(h{)w(a)) 

(4.33) - g,. ( t/J. (Td- 1 (gH" )cr* (e(gH" ))ch(g'1)i*w( a))) 

+ 2:< -l)i g. (,P.(T(gA'))i"w(a)). 
j?:,O 

From [GS2, Theorem 4.8(ii)) and the fact that L, is split acyclic, we know 
that 

(4.34) ~(eoo) = ~(K(cp) ® 1rp1J) + 2:(-l)ia(T(gA')). 
j:O 

Combining (4.32), (4.33), and (4.34) we obtain 

/.(d;(e.)a) =g. (,P. (d;(J\(cp) ® 1rp1J))i"a) 

( 4.35) + a g. ( ,P. (Td- 1 (gH" )cr" ( e(gH" ))ch(g'~)i*w( a))) 

- af,.(T(h€)w(a)). 
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Since irj, 7J = .,P* ( 7J) we get 

and by a standard formula 

(4.37) 

where r is the rank of H. From Theorem 3.22 we know that cr(H*) = e(H*) 
is the class of (Y x {oo}, -u*(e(gH*)) in CH(P). Since the restriction of 
H* to Y x { oo} coincides with N, we conclude from ( 4.36) and ( 4.37) that 
(4.38) 

g • .,P. (d;(K(cp) 0 1rp7J)) =g. (Td(N)- 1d;(1J)) 

- a g • .,P. (Td- 1 (gH* )u* (e(gH* ))ch(g 11 )). 

From ( 4.35) and ( 4.38) we conclude that 
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